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Abstract

In the skid training of today, which is obligatory, the trainee traditionally acquires a lot of skill, i.e. the

ability to manoeuvre the car so as to get out of a critical situation. Since previous studies have shown that

skid training does not always produce the expected effect, i.e. a lower accident risk, a discussion is in

progress whether skid training should be more risk oriented. This means that the trainees must realise that

their abilities are limited and that there are some situations which are very difficult to deal with.

This discussion has pointed to the need for a new course schedule for skid training. The aim of this

report is therefore to describe the present position in skid training, with the focus on how the course

schedule is translated by means of the training schedules into theoretical and practical training.

In order to realise this aim, four part studies were made; a content analysis, an observation study, an

interview study and a questionnaire survey. In order that the results of these four studies may be

comparable, they were divided into three categories: skill (in dealing with a critical situation that has

arisen), insight (insight that it is important to prevent a critical situation), and vehicle and road

characteristics (to understand how the characteristics of the vehicle and the road surface affect the

driving situation).

The results show that when the content of training is broken down into the three categories, the main

emphasis in every stage, from the goals of the training schedule to what the trainees perceive the message

of skid training to be, is on skill and the least emphasis on vehicle and road characteristics. There was

however some variation in the breakdown into categories between stages, e.g. the category skill varied

from 50% to 80% of the total content.

The picture changed when the instructors and trainees were asked to say how these three categories are

represented in the content of the course. The trainees still think that most attention centres on skill and

least on vehicle and road characteristics, while the instructors consider that most of the training is to do

with insight.
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Skid training - what does it contain?

by Inger Engstrom

Swedish Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI)

581 95 LINKOPING Sweden

Summary
Skid training is an obligatory element of driving instruction in Sweden, and its aim is to

teach future driving licence holders to drive in slippery road conditions. The results of this

type of training have not always been as intended. In an evaluation of the Norwegian two

stage training, Glad (1988) showed, for instance, that accident risk increased rather than

decreased after completion of the training. But there is no unambiguous explanation of

this result.

Traditionally, trainees learn skill during skid training, i.e. they learn how to manoeuvre

the car so as to be able to get out of a critical situation. The result of this might be that the

future driver becomes overconfident of his/her abilities to deal with different critical

situations. In View of the worry created by these negative side effects, a discussion has

started about what form skid training should take. According to one proposal put forward

by Gregersen & Strandberg (1994), trainees ought to learn more about their own abilities

and that there are many dangers that are difficult to detect, and they can therefore easily

get into situations which cannot be dealt with, regardless of whether or not they have

learned about these on the skid track. This proposal and the discussion being held at the

skid tracks, that training should be more risk oriented, has created a need for a new course

schedule.

In view of the fact that a new course schedule for skid training was to be drawn up, this

study was started with the aim of describing the present position regarding skid training,

with special reference to how the course schedule is translated by means of the training

schedules into theoretical and practical training. In order to realise this aim, four part

studies were made: an analysis of content, an observation study, an interview study and a

questionnaire survey.

In order to make the results of these four part studies comparable, three categories have

been used in classifying content, aims and the message conveyed: A) skill, B) insight and

C) vehicle and road characteristics. Skill is defined as the ability to get out of a critical

situation that has already arisen, insight as realisation of the necessity of preventing a

critical situation, and vehicle and road characteristics as an understanding of how the

characteristics of the vehicle and the road surface affect the driving situation.

When an analysis is made of the content of the course schedule, the aims and goals of

the individual exercises according to the training schedules and the way the instructors

and trainees perceive the aims and goals of the individual exercises, it is found that most

emphasis is placed on skill and least on vehicle and road characteristics. This might be

interpreted to mean that the message of the course schedule is the same as that conveyed

by the instructors and perceived by the trainees, but this is not quite right since there is

great variation in the categories as the message is passed on from the course schedule to

the trainees. In the different stages, the skill category varies from 50% to 80% of the total

message. One reason that the message is not quite the same from course schedule to

trainee may be that there is some confusion among skid track instructors as to what are

the aims and what are the goals of the skid training and the individual exercises.
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On the other hand, when the instructors and trainees themselves are asked to say how

the three categories are distributed over the course content as a whole, the picture is a

little different. The trainees still think that it is mostly to do with skill and least with

vehicle and road characteristics, while the instructors consider that most of the training is

concerned with insight.

Otherwise, it is found that the trainees are pleased with skid training and that the only

change that they would really like is to have more time. The instructors also want more

time. In their opinion, the trainees must have time to re ect on what they are doing. As

regards the formulation of the course schedule, the Views of the instructors are so varied

that it is not possible to have an overview of what they want it to look like.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Skid training is at present an obligatory part of driving instruction (apart from a

number of places in the north of Sweden where there are no skid tracks within a

reasonable distance). The aim of skid training is to teach the future driving licence

holders how to drive in special conditions, i.e. in this case on slippery roads, so

that drivers may in this way be as safe as possible on the roads. In recent years,

however, the results of various studies (Glad, 1988; Eriksson, 1983) have raised

doubts about the actual effect on road safety which is achieved by skid training.

Glad (1988), for instance, showed in his evaluation of the Norwegian two stage

training that skid training increased rather than decreased accident risk. The same

results were shown by Eriksson (1983) in his evaluation of an advanced skid

training scheme which was held for ambulance drivers at Gillinge road training

track.

Attempts have been made to find why these negative results arise, but no

unambiguous answer has been obtained. Traditionally, the trainees learn during

skid training how to act in a critical situation on a slippery road. Among other

things, they learn how to correct a skid and how they should manoeuvre the

vehicle to avoid any obstacles which they may meet on the road. The trainees are

thus taught a skill in manoeuvring the vehicle in a critical situation, and this may

be thought to make them overconfident of their ability to get out of a critical

situation.

Drivers, particularly men, are overconfident of their driving ability. They think

that they drive better than the average Swedish person (Spolander, 1983). It is well

known that young drivers also are overconfident of their ability, as shown in a

study by Gregersen (1996). In this, some trainees were given traditional skill

training while others were shown their limited ability in a braking evasive action

situation. Those who had received the traditional training overestimated their

ability to a greater degree than those who had been shown their limited abilities.

When the former had been trained to avoid an obstacle a few times, they thought

that they knew how to do this, while the others were more dubious when asked. It

was found however that there was no difference between the groups as to how

many times they actually managed to evade the obstacle.

The negative effects of skid training may also be interpreted using the

terminology of Na atanen & Summala (1976) in their "zero risk" theory. According

to them, it is motivation which governs how we drive. The primary motive in how

we drive is the safety motive, which means that we drive so that we do not

perceive any risk. The limit for what is perceived as a risk depends on the

individual, but once this limit has been passed we adjust our behaviour so that we

no longer feel at risk. Since in most cases we do not perceive any risk when we are

driving, the safety motive may be said to have been satisfied and it is other

motives that govern how we drive, for instance to arrive as quickly as possible.

The safety measure of teaching future drivers how to manoeuvre the vehicle in a

critical situation on a slippery road may thus have the "wrong" outcome if the

trainees feel that they become more skilled in this way. Owing to this newly

acquired skill, they feel that they have higher safety margins, which may have the

result that they think they can drive faster on a slippery road than what is in fact

possible. In this way, their actual risk of having an accident is increased.

VTI Rapport 410A 11



If trainees could instead be taught to realise what their ability is and that it is

difficult to manage some situations on a slippery road even if one is extremely

skilled, they might be motivated to take it more steady when the roads are

slippery. This presupposes that the driver can understand what are the dangers

encountered in normal driving on winter roads, which, in the opinion of Gregersen

& Sandberg (1994) after discussions with skid track instructors and driving

instructors, the average driver cannot do. The future drivers must be helped to

realise this. If they do not know what the dangers are, they cannot avoid them.

In skid training the trainees must therefore be taught, in addition to

manoeuvring the vehicle, how to detect when a critical situation can arise.

According to Laurell (1981), drivers would in this way be helped not to get into

critical situations. Unfortunately, he continues, this is not so easy, and the driver

must still have a certain basic skill in manoeuvring the vehicle.

As the negative effects of skid training became known, a discussion

commenced on how the obligatory Swedish skid training ought to be formulated.

Gregersen & Sandberg ( 1994) put forward a proposal based on a research and

development programme which they had carried out, according to which training

ought to be more risk oriented. This implies that, in addition to a basic skill

training, the trainees must learn to realise their own abilities. They must realise

that there are many dangers that are difficult to detect, and that because of this

they might easily get into situations that cannot be managed. This must result in a

more defensive driving behaviour in which the driver has greater anticipation,

drives with larger safety margins and is more aware of risks. This proposal also

implies that the course schedule (the National Road Administration document

which governs the form of skid training) should be developed and have a

pronounced risk awareness orientation. The regulations must be goal oriented,

with the skid tracks themselves being responsible for providing the training in the

way they want, so long as the specified goals are achieved.

The emphasis in the discussion of how skid training ought to be formulated

thus moved away from the traditional skill training, in which trainees are taught

how to handle the vehicle in a critical situation, to teaching trainees how to tackle

slippery roads in such a way that they do not get into a critical situation. These

ideas were adopted by the skid tracks, and courses were held for all skid track

instructors in which they were told that they should place greater emphasis on

insight and less on skill. In turn, this created a need for a change in the course

schedule, since this declared that the trainees were to be taught skills, and if the

tracks altered their training they would no longer conform to the course schedule.

The question was how the course schedule was to be formulated so as to be as

optimal as possible, so that its message really gets through to instructors and

trainees.

Katila, Keskinen and Hatakka (1993) performed a study which showed that it is

not so easy to get the intended message through. They asked both instructors and

trainees at a number of skid tracks in Finland, Norway, Denmark and Sweden

what they thought was the message of skid training, what the instructors thought

they passed on and What the trainees considered that they received. The instructors

thought that it was the anticipatory driving style which was important and that it

was this they taught, just as the course scheduleintended. It was this that they

placed the emphasis on. The answers of the trainees were somewhat different from

those given by the instructors. The trainees perceived the message to be that being
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able to manoeuvre the vehicle was at least as important as to drive with anticipa-

tion. According to Katila et al, the results show that it is not so easy to communi-

cate, to pass on what is meant to be passed on.

Another factor which ought to be taken into consideration as regards existing

skid training is the length of the training period. At present, skid training is ca 2-4

hours inclusive of both theory and practice. According to a German investigation

by Henkel (1977) to which Laurell (1981) refers, it is only after about 10 hours

training, for instance in slippery conditions, that an improvement in driving

behaviour can be seen. Henkel therefore recommends a training period of 10 20

hours. Laurell also considers there is a risk that what has been learned will be lost

when it is not repeated over a longer period. He thinks that in reality it is seldom

that people get into critical situations, and the skills that have been acquired are

therefore forgotten. If the emphasis now is more on learning how to drive and

acting in such a way that one does not get into a critical situation, instead of how

to act in a critical situation, how much time will be needed?

What the above implies is that if skid training is to have a positive effect on

accident risk, it ought to contain more instruction on insight than at present, i.e.

instruction where the trainee gets an insight into his/her own limitations and

sometimes lack of ability to manage critical situations, and less skill training. The

question is how this should be expressed in a course schedule so that the message

is communicated to the trainees in the best way.

In order to find an answer, it was decided that a study should be performed to

see how the message in the present course schedule gets across to the track

instructors and the trainees. The content and form of the training should also be

reviewed. How much of the training is devoted to teaching the trainees to

manoeuvre the vehicle so as to get out of a critical situation, and how much to

helping them develop an insight and understanding of how they should behave on

a slippery road so as to avoid getting into a critical situation?

1.2 The aim

The aim of this study is to describe the present situation regarding skid training,

with special reference to the way the course schedule is translated into theoretical

and practical training by means of the training schedules. A description is to be

given of how the message in the course schedule is transferred to the training

schedules, interpreted by the instructors, translated into practical action and,

finally, how the message conveyed by the instructors is perceived and understood

by the trainees.

In order that this aim of the study should be achieved, it was divided into four

part studies. An analysis was made of the content of the course schedule and the

training schedules of the skid tracks in order to describe what the aims are of skid

training and the exercises that are carried out. An observation study was made to

find how the training schedules are translated into practice. An interview survey

was carried out to find what knowledge the instructors consider that they

communicate and what knowledge the trainees consider that they get. Finally, a

questionnaire survey was conducted in order to obtain an overall idea of what the

people in charge of training think of today s skid training.
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1.3 Terms and limitations

Before the four part studies are presented, some common aspects and terms should

be explained. In order that they should be comparable, parts of the results from the

four studies were interpreted on the basis of the same categories; these are also

described.

1.3.1 Explanation of the terms

In Sweden there are 32 skid tracks from north to south, and two skid track

associations. All 32 skid tracks belong to one of these. 22 tracks are members of

the Association of Swedish Traffic Training Tracks (hereafter referred to as TOP

tracks), and 10 members of the National Association of Swedish SkidCar Tracks

(hereafter referred to as SkidCar tracks). The differences between the tracks which

determine which association they belong to lie in the equipment they have, i.e.

vehicles and road conditions.

T(")P tracks use the vehicle as it is and create slippery conditions by spraying

water and oil on different types of base such as metal sheeting. This provides a

definite skid surface where the training is carried out. On the other hand, SkidCar

tracks have the vehicle mounted on a frame with four extra tyres, by means of

which they can raise the vehicle and in this way simulate different types of friction

(see Figure 1). This means that they are not tied to one certain skid surface, but the

surface can be chosen as and when the instructor decides.

 

Figure 1 A SkidCar

Owing to this difference in equipment between the tracks, there is also a differ-

ence in training. At the SkidCar tracks the instructor sits in the vehicle during the

lesson since he/she must carry out simulation of slippery conditions from the

vehicle, while on the TGP tracks the instructor stands in a cage by the side of the

track.

Two other terms which should be explained are training schedule and course

schedule. Under the terms of the National Road Administration regulations, each

skid track has its own training schedule. This sets out what training is given on
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which track, what are the aims and goals of each individual exercise, and perhaps

the overriding aims and goals of the training given on each track. The training

schedules also state which theoretical sections are dealt with during the exercise,

and the length of each session.

There is also an overriding document, the course schedule of the National

Road Administration for driver training, Class B, which sets out what the trainee

must be capable of to obtain a driving licence. This course scheduleincludes a

section which deals with what the trainee must be capable of on a slippery road in

order to be given a licence. There are three principal areas, technique, behaviour

and risk awareness, which lay down in the form of goals what the trainee must be

capable of. It is on this document that the skid tracks base their training schedules.

Other terms which are used mainly in the training schedules are aims and

goals. These terms are used both for the individual exercises in the training

schedules and in the overriding design of skid training. What these two terms

mean in this context is somewhat vague, but since a distinction is made between

them in the training schedules, these terms will also be used in this report. It may

be assumed that the term aims refers to the intention of a specific exercise, and the

term goals refers to what the trainee shall be capable of/have achieved after

completing the training.

1.3.2 Limitations

Since we did not know what was the effect of the above differences between the

TOP and SkidCar tracks, it was decided that in the first analysis, the content

analysis, a number of comparisons would be made between these tracks to see if

there was any difference between them. When it was found that the few

differences between them were not very significant, it was decided that no

distinction would be made in the other studies. Another reason that they were not

differentiated in the observation and interview surveys was that only a small

number of tracks were visited. There was no point in making comparisons, since

any differences could just as well be due to random causes.

It was however found during the study that the trainees perceived the contact

with the instructor differently on the TOP and SkidCar tracks, and this is

discussed in a separate section.

1.3.3 Analysis of the results

In order that it may be possible to compare the results of the four studies and to

see how the message in the course schedule, viathe training schedules, reaches the

instructors and the trainees, it is necessary to have a common code or compilation

of the results. In this case it was decided to interpret the answers under different

categories. There are three principal categories, called A) skill, B) insight

and C) vehicle and road characteristics. Since skid training is traditionally

concerned with skill training, and it is intended to introduce more of a risk

approach where the trainee is to acquire an insight into his/her own abilities etc.,

the choice of these categories was self evident, so that the present distribution

between these categories may be seen. The reason for the category relating to

vehicle and road characteristics was that in skid training there is a lot of reference

to road conditions and the characteristics of the vehicle in different road
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conditions, especially when it is slippery. Each category was also subdivided into

two groups when we noted that one aspect relating to e.g. skill was not enough.

The three categories and their subgroups are defined below.

16

A. Skill: To deal with a critical situation.

1. Skill to manage a situation, a behaviour or a manoeuvre; examples: to

be capable of something ..., to train ..., to get the trainee to ..., to

explain to the trainee that

2. Understanding, an insight into the necessity of using the correct

driving technique (to steer, brake, clutch/declutch etc. correctly) or

into the danger of using the wrong manoeuvre in a certain situation.

Insight: Insight into the necessity of prevention so that a critical

situation does not arise.

3. Insight into the right/wrong general behaviour in order to prevent the

occurrence of a critical situation, i.e. to realise the significance of e. g.

speed and steering, to realise the importance of driving defensively,

etc.

4. An insight that it is difficult to deal with certain situations, without

reference to anything specific such as speed.

Vehicle and road characteristics: To understand how

characteristics of the vehicle and the road surface affect driving.

5. Insight into how vehicle components such as ABS brakes, tyres, load,

front or rear wheel drive etc. in uence driving on a slippery road. The

significance of the driving characteristics of the vehicle.

6. Insight into the way the characteristics of the road surface affect

driving. Insight into the difference between driving on a slippery and a

dry carriageway.

the

All the answers in the four part studies are classified by at least two people to

ensure that the results are reliable. In the few cases when the assessments were not

the same, the category into which the answer is to be assigned was arrived at by

discussion.
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2 Analysis of content

2.1 The aim

The aim of the analysis of content is to study the training schedules of all tracks to

see what exercises are carried out on the skid tracks. Are the same exercises given

regardless of where in the country the track is situated? The analysis must also

study what aims and goals the training schedules lay down for the exercises, and

whether these are the same for the exercises concerned regardless of the skid track

in question. Finally, the aims and goals of the training schedules are compared

with the goals set out in the course schedule, since it is this that the training

schedules of the skid tracks are based on.

2.2 Study group/material

The National Road Administration course schedule for driver training, Class B

(see Appendix No l) and the training schedules of all 32 skid tracks.

2.3 Analysis

To start with, a survey was made of the exercises given at the different tracks, and

the similarities and differences between the exercises at these tracks. In this

respect, a comparison was made between TOP and SkidCar tracks.

The aims and goals of all the exercises were then classified into the six

categories, Al-C6, to see what the breakdown was between these categories. No

comparison was made in this case between TOP and SkidCar tracks.

For the TOP and SkidCar tracks, a compilation and comparison was made of

what should be included in the introductory and final session, when all the trainees

were present. The content was classified with reference to categories A-C so that

the breakdown between the categories could be ascertained. Apart form counting

the number of training schedules which included the point concerned, the

proportion of the training schedules which included the point concerned, broken

down by TOP and SkidCar tracks, was also calculated.

Finally, the mean length of the practical and theoretical sections was also

calculated, broken down by TOP and SkidCar tracks.

The content of the course schedule was also analysed with reference to

categories A C, in order to find how the goals of the course schedule were

distributed over these. The proportion of the total number of categorised goals in

the course schedule which each category represented was calculated. These results

were then compared with the breakdown of the aims and goals of the exercises in

all the training schedules.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Breakdown over different exercises

As regards the exercises given by skid tracks in different places in the country,

there is quite good agreement. In principle, the training schedules provide the

same exercises irrespective of the track concerned, but there are some variations.

The exercises given at all 22 TOP tracks are set out in Fig. 2. The exercises at the

SkidCar tracks are shown in Fig. 3.
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T(")P track No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1O 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 Z

Start and increase speed X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 17

Start integrated X X X X X 5

Ref. braking-rough surface X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 15

Effective braking (slippery) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 16

Emergency braking (slippery) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 16

Braking, slippery and rough X X X 3

Braking, locked wheels X X X 3

(slippery, rough)

Effective braking (slippery, X X X 3

rough)

Course deviation when braking X X X X X X X X 8

(integrated training)

Braking with antilock brakes X X X X X X X X 8

Brakingcombinedwithevasive X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 22
action/ avoidance of an

obstacle

Cornering/cornering technique X X X X X X X 7

Correction of skid/excessive X X X X X X X X X X 10

speeding a curve

Excessive speed enteringa X X X X X X X X X X X 11

curve/speed reduction with

sideways displacement

Stop at a given place/stop in a X X X 3

curve

Overtaking on slippery X X X X X X X X X X X 11
road/speed increase with

sideways displacement

Slalom X X X X X X X 7

Braking on surfaces with X X X X X X 6

different friction properties

under each wheel pair
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Figure 2 Exercises carried out at T0P tracks in the country

The figure shows that all tracks provide the exercise "start and increase speed".

17 tracks do this as an exercise in itself, and five make this an integral part of

another exercise.

All 22 TOP tracks do some form of braking exercise; this may be braking on a

slippery and a rough surface, emergency braking and/or effective braking, i.e.

locking or not locking the wheels. 15 tracks even carry out a reference braking

exercise which involves braking as hard as possible on a rough surface so that the

braking distance may be compared with other braking distances.

Another exercise which all 22 tracks carry out is the braking evasive action

manoeuvre or avoidance of an obstacle. This involves the trainee braking hard (so

as to lock the wheels) in front of an obstacle and then releasing the brakes and
steering past the obstacle.

The exercises mentioned so far are the ones which all tracks carry out in some

form, while whether the remainder are carried out varies from track to track. Eight

of the TOP tracks do the braking exercise with antilock brakes, which means that
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they use ABS brakes. Eight tracks carry out an integrated exercise called course

deviation when braking, which means that when the vehicle skids when the brakes

are applied the trainee must be able to correct this by releasing the brakes.

The breakdown of exercises given at the 10 SkidCar tracks in the country is

given in Fig. 3.
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(
DSkidCartrackNo 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10

Start and increase speed X X X

Start integrated X X

Ref. braking-rough surface

Effective braking (slippery)

Emergency braking (slippery)

Braking, slippery and rough X X X X

Braking, locked wheels X X X

(slippery, rough)

Effective braking (slippery, X X X

rough)
Course deviation when braking X X 2
(integrated training)

Braking with antilock brakes X 1

Braking combinedwith evasive X X X X X X X X X X 10
action/ avoidance of an
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X
X

X
X
X
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>
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obstacle

Cornering/cornering technique X X 2

Correction of skid/excessive X X X X X X X X 8
speeding a curve
Excessive speed entering a X X 2
curve/speed reduction with
sideways displacement

Stop at a given place/stop in a X X X X 4
curve

Overtaking on slippery X X X X X X 5
road/speed increase with
sideways displacement

Slalom X 1

Braking on surfaces with X X X X X 5

different friction properties

under each wheel pair

              

Figure 3 Exercises carried out at SkidCar tracks in the country

The pattern is largely the same as at the TOP tracks. All the tracks do some form of

braking exercise and braking-evasive action, but on the other hand not all these tracks

give the start increase speed exercise in accordance with the training schedules.

Otherwise, in the same way as at the TOP tracks, there are variations regarding the

exercises carried out at different tracks.
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2.4.2 The aims and goals of training

As regards the aims and goals of the different exercises as stated in the training schedules,

these were classified in the categories Al C6 defined above. No distinction was made

between TGP and SkidCar tracks, since the exercises were considered of equal merit

regardless of the type of track.

Note that the number of aims and goals for each exercise need not necessarily be the

same as the number of tracks that carry out this exercise. The reason is that some tracks

state that they do a certain exercise but do not specify an aim or goal, while other tracks

put down several aims and goals for each exercise. The breakdown of aims over the six

categories is set out in Fig. 4.

   

Aims A1 A2 B3 B4 C5 C6

Start and increase speed 6 12 2 1 1

Start integrated 2

Ref. braking-rough surface 4 1 19

Effective braking (slippery) 5 15 16 1

Emergency braking (slippery) 18 17 1

Braking, slippery and rough 2 3 1 2

Braking, locked wheels (slippery, 4 3

rough)

Effective braking (slippery, rough) 6 4 1
Course deviation when braking 11 1
(integrated training)

Braking with antilock brakes

Braking combined with evasive 23 5 3 1
action/ avoidance of an obstacle

Cornering/cornering technique 2 8

Correction of skid/excessive 8 6 5 1
speeding a curve
Excessive speed entering a 1 11
curve/speed reduction with
sideways displacement

Stop at a given place/stop in a 3 2 4
curve
Overtaking on slippery 15 1
road/speed increase with
sideways displacement

Slalom 3 1 2

Braking on surfaces with different 1 4

friction properties under each

wheel pair

Totals 59 81 74 15 17 30

 

0
0

0
0

                 

Figure 4 The aims of all exercises according to the training schedules (For the
explanation 0fAI-C6, see p. 16)

The figure shows that the aims of most exercises are skill oriented. Groups A1 and A2

together make up 51% of all aims, Groups B3 and B4 32%, and Group C5 and C6 17%. It

must be pointed out that more than one aim may be specified for each exercise in the

training schedule.
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There is a clear variation among the aims of the exercises with regard to their focus on

skills, insight or vehicle and road characteristics. The exercise braking evasive action has

a clear and pronounced focus on skill. 87% of the aims of this exercise are skill oriented.

Groups C5 and C6, i.e. vehicle and road characteristics, are not represented in this

exercise. In the same way, it is seen that the reference braking exercise has a clear

emphasis on Groups C5 and C6. Groups Al and A2 are not represented here. The way the

stated goals of the exercises are distributed over the categories is set out in Fig. 5.

    

Goals A1 A2 B3 B4 C5 CG

Start and increase speed 18

Start integrated 7 5 2

Ref. braking-rough surface 16 1 3 1 9

Effective braking (slippery) 19 2 1

Emergency braking (slippery) 17 3 1 4

Braking, slippery and rough 7 1 2 5

Braking, locked wheels (slippery, 4 3

rough)

Effective braking (slippery, rough) 6 3
Course deviation when braking 11
(integrated training)

Braking with antilock brakes 5 4 1 4

 

Braking combined with evasive 33 3 4 2
action/ avoidance of an obstacle

    

Cornering/cornering technique 11 3

Correction of skid/excessive 17 5
speeding a curve
Excessive speed entering a 11 1 1 1
curve/speed reduction with
sideways displacement
Stop at a given place/stop in a 5 1
curve
Overtaking on slippery 14 3 1
road/speed increase with
sideways displacement

Slalom 6

Braking on surfaces with different 5 2 2

friction properties under each

            

wheel pair

Totals 212 31 25 4 2 22

Figure 5 The goals of all exercises according to the training schedules (For the
explanation 0fAI-C6, see p. I 6)

The goals of the exercises also show a bias towards the category skill. As much as 82%

of all goals belong to Group A1 or A2. The other two categories are represented about

equally, i.e. 10% for Groups B3 and B4 and 8.1% for Groups C5 and C6. Just as in the

case of the aims stated in the training schedules, each exercise may have several goals. In

this case also, the exercise braking-evasive action has a clear focus on skill; 86% of the

goals of this exercise are skill oriented. Vehicle and road characteristics are not included.

As regards the goals, there is no exercise that stresses vehicle and road characteristics.
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In their training schedules, some tracks have specified overriding aims and goals for

skid training at their track. These are couched in such general terms that they have not

been assigned to any of the six categories. They are set out below in their entirety, with

the number of tracks which have the same aims or goals stated in brackets. Many of them

relate to about the same thing, but they are presented here as in the training schedules

under the headings Aims and Goals. The overriding aims are:

Number of tracks (3 No)

a That the trainee should have an understanding of the difficulties.

- That the trainee should perceive the relationship between cause and effect.

a That the trainee should realise his/her limitations.

Number of tracks (2 No)

- The aim of the exercises on the skid track is to make the trainees aware of the risks,

and make them understand the difficulties and problems which may be involved

when driving on a slippery surface. This must have the result that the trainee will,

after completing the training, be motivated to adopt a more defensive way of

driving.

Number of tracks (2 No)

a To teach each trainee the importance of a year-round technique and the way this can

be practised.

c To find out about their own limitations through their mistakes.

0 To let them know by demonstration what types of accidents occur.

Number of tracks (1 No)

0 That the trainee should under realistic and safe forms experience what driving on a

slippery surface involves.

c That the trainee should have an understanding of the risks which driving on a

slippery surface involves.

a That the trainee should experience the limits of his/her abilities.

c That the trainee should realise that there is a limit to what can be dealt with

regardless of how much training one undertakes.

The overriding goals are:

Number of tracks (3 No)

0 That the trainee should have an insight into the difficulties of driving on a slippery

surface.

0 That the trainee should be aware of risks.

a That the trainee should respect slippery conditions.

Number of tracks (2 No)

0 Set out in the National Road Administration regulations regarding training

schedules, F S 1988243, Class B.

Number of tracks (1 No)

0 To teach the trainee not to "stop driving" before the vehicle has come to a stop or

before the situation at hand has been dealt with.
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Number of tracks (1 No)

The trainee must experience how he/she reacts in critical situations.

The trainee must learn and understand how the vehicle behaves on a slippery

surface.

The trainee must practice critical situations, emergency braking, evasive action and

correction of skid.

During the exercises, special care must be taken to ensure that the trainee

experiences mishaps due to overestimating his/her abilities, so that in this way risk

awareness may be created.

Number of tracks (1 No)

To comply with the National Road Administration regulations regarding driving on

a slippery surface. Training must be given in such a way that the trainee has an

opportunity to practice its elements to a sufficient extent. All elements must be

designed in such a way that the trainee is unsuccessful a number of times and in this

way develops respect for the different types of road conditions and does not

overestimate his/her abilities.

What can be seen from these overriding aims and goals is that the ambition is to ensure

that the trainee develops some risk awareness. The trainee must experience what it is like

to drive on a slippery surface and the risks that this entails. There are eight tracks that

explicitly lay down overriding aims and goals. There are seven tracks that do not give any

overriding aims or goals, and 15 tracks that have an introductory overriding text but do

not refer to it as either aims or goals. The text which these 15 tracks have is as follows:

Number of tracks (15 No)

24

The training schedule shall specify the training in such a way that the trainee can

attain the goals which the National Road Administration has set up. (17)

The aim of the training is to create increased risk awareness. This is to be achieved

by ensuring that the trainee experiences mishaps due to overestimating his/her

abilities. The intention is to create risk awareness.

In order to obtain a skid training certificate, the trainee must satisfactorily perform

the exercises at a speed which, on a slippery surface with the wheels locked,

produces a braking distance of XX metres. The speed shall not however be less than

XX km/h. (There may be exceptions in extreme weather conditions). (17)

The figure 17 in brackets after first and last point indicates that there were 17 tracks

which included the text of these points. In this case also, there is reference to risk

awareness and that this must be created by ensuring that the trainee is unsuccessful during

the exercises.
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2.4.3 Introductory and finishing sessions

The training schedules also deal with what the trainees must be made to do when

introduced to the exercises and when they finish these. This is summarised in the

following, broken down over TOP and SkidCar tracks. This breakdown is of interest since

there is some difference in how the training is performed on the track. The TOP

instructors stand in a cage and talk to the trainees Via a walkie-talkie, while the SkidCar

instructors sit in the vehicles and thus have a more direct and two-way communication

with the trainees. The summary in Table 1 shows what is included in the introductory

session at the TOP tracks, how many training schedules there are, and what proportion of

the TOP training schedules deal with each point. The points are classified according to the

three categories A C.
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Table 1 Subjects which, according to their training schedules, the T0P tracks
include in their introductory session, presented as the number-of training
schedules and as the proportion of the total number of TOP training

     

schedules (22 No)

Number
of 0A,

training
schedules

General points
1 Presentation of exercise elements 19 86

2 Safety regulations 18 82

3 Trainees questions 10 45

4 The requirement for skid training certificates 3 14

5 The experience of the instructor 2 9

6 Other regulations 1 4

Skill

7 Braking techniques 1 4

8 Learning how the vehicle behaves on a slippery 1 4

surface

9 Learning how to behave in a critical situation 1 4

10 What happens when the steering wheel is 4

jerked/moved too far

1 1 Positioning 1 4

Insight

12 Increased risk awareness 2 9

13 Which mistakes in behaviour cause accidents 1 4

14 The significance of speed 1 4

15 Learning to prevent critical situations and accidents 1 4

16 That the aim is not to learn how to drive in a slippery 1 4

surface

17 The shortcomings of the driver 1 4

Vehicle and road characteristics

18 Stopping distance, tyres, front and rear wheel drive 1 4

19 Braking effect 1 4

2O Braking distance 1 4

21 Slippery conditions at different times of the year 1 4

22 Friction 1 4

      

The training schedules of all the TOP tracks deal with what is to be done during the

introductory session. The table also shows that almost all tracks deal with the exercises to

be done on the track and the safety regulations that apply. About half of the TOP tracks

also stress in their training schedules that the introductory session is an opportunity for the

trainees to ask questions, as can be seen from Point 3. Apart from the first three points,

there is quite a large variation in what is dealt with in the introductory session.
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What the SkidCar tracks deal with in their introductory session can be seen in Table 2.

Table 2 Subjects which, according to their training schedules, the SkidCar tracks
include in their introductory session, presented as the number of training
schedules and as the proportion of the total number ofSkidCar training

     

schedules (6 No)

Number
of %

training
schedules

General points

1 Presentation of exercise elements 4 67

2 Safety regulations 1 17

Skill

3 Slippery patches 2 33

4 Skidding 2 33

5 The importance of braking technique 1 17

Insight

6 The importance of a defensive driving style 4 67

7 Collision speed/kinetic energy 2 33

Vehicle and road characteristics

8 ABS brakes 3 50

9 The risk due to worn tyres 2 33

10 Vehicle behaviour when adhesion between the road 2 33

and the front and rear wheels is lost

11 Length of braking distance on a slippery surface 1 17

      

In this case also, the subject areas have been broken down according to the categories

A-C. There are six of the ten SkidCar tracks which state in their training schedules what

the introductory session is to include.

When the subject areas of the TOP and SkidCar tracks are compared, it is seen that

more of the TOP tracks deal with the exercises which are to be performed and the safety

regulations which apply than the SkidCar tracks. In other respects, there is variation in

what is dealt with, but it seems as though the SkidCar tracks are a little better at dealing

with vehicle and road characteristics. Even though there are fewer of them, they deal more

often with different aspects of vehicle and road characteristics than the TOP tracks. This

appears to be a consistent feature, thatin each of the categories A-C the SkidCar tracks

deal with fewer aspects but that there are more of them than the TOP tracks which deal

with these aspects One possible explanation for this may be that the instructor at the

SkidCar tracks is sitting in the vehicle alongside the trainee during the exercise and can in

this way pass on a lot which need not therefore be included in the introduction.

After the session out on the track the trainees and the instructor come together for a

finishing session. Table 3 sets out what the TOP tracks deal with on this occasion.
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Table 3 Subjects which, according to their training schedules, the TOP tracks
include in their nishing session, presented as the number "of training
schedules and as the proportion of the total number of TOP training

         

schedules (22 No)

Number
of %

training
schedules

General points

1 Recapitulation of the exercises 5 23

2 The experiences gained by the trainees from skid training 4 18

3 The significance of the exercises 1 4

4 Comments on special occurrences 1 4

Skill

5 Common mistakes 5 23

6 Risks in conjunction with overtaking 4 18

7 How to correct a skid 1 4

8 To keep on driving the car, if it is still moving, even when it is 1 4

in the ditch

9 In which direction should evasive action be taken 1 4

Insight

10 Realisation of the importance of adapting speed to conditions 10 45

11 Differences in braking distance due to speed 5 23

12 Risks due to a tight curve/high speed 3 14

13 Shortcomings of the trainees, and that they are not champion 2 9

drivers

14 Excessive speed in curves 1 4

15 Collision speeds 1 4

16 Risks of skidding 1 4

17 Loss of adhesion 1 4

18 Why accidents happen, remedial action, experience 1 4

19 Limited ability/treacherous situations 1 4

Vehicle and road characteristics

20 Braking distances on rough and slippery surfaces 14 64

21 The importance of good tyres 10 45

22 The importance of ABS brakes 8 36

23 Tyre placing and pattern 6 27

24 Differences in braking distance due to surface 5 23

25 Tyre patterns 3 14

26 Braking force distribution between front and rear 3 14

27 Tyre condition and braking distance 1 4

28 Driving characteristics of the vehicle 1 4

29 Difference between front wheel/rear wheel drive 1 4

30 Aquaplaning 1 4
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All TOP tracks include the finishing session in their training schedules. What is most

frequently dealt with are braking distances on rough and slippery surfaces, the importance

of good tyres, and realisation of the importance of adapting speed to conditions. The

points dealt with at the SkidCar tracks are set out in Table 4.

Table 4 Subjects which, according to their training schedules, the SkidCar tracks

include in their nishing session, presented as the number of training

schedules and as the proportion of the total number of SkidCar training

schedules which include nishing sessions (7 No)

    

Number
of 0/0

training
schedules

General points

1 Recapitulation of the exercises 6 86

2 Demonstration of different types of accidents 2 29

Skill

3 Techniques in driving on slippery surfaces 1 14

4 The necessity of continued practice 1 14

5 Increasing/decreasing speed when overtaking 1 l4

Insight

6 Others can also make mistakes 2 29

7 To drive defensively 2 29

8 Adaptation of speed 1 l4

9 Watch the road, detect icy patches/areas 1 14

10 Risks of driving on a slippery road 1 14

11 Not to overestimate one's own abilities 1 14

12 Risk awareness 1 14

      

Seven of the SkidCar tracks include in their training schedules what is to be done

during the finishing session. Note that the SkidCar tracks do not deal with any vehicle or

road characteristics, in contrast to the TSP tracks which cover a lot of these. The most

common among the SkidCar tracks is a recapitulation of the exercises.

2.4.4 Time spent on theory and driving

Finally, on the basis of what was put down in the training schedules, the length of time

which was thought to be spent on theory and driving was summarised. The results are set

out in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6 Time spent during skid training on theory and driving, according to the
training schedules

It will be seen from the figure that 27 out of the 32 tracks indicate how time is divided

between theory and practice. On average, the tracks spend about 30 minutes on theory,

including the introductory and finishing sessions. Actual driving occupies on average 78

minutes. As regards the times spent on driving, they are calculated on the highest value

given in the training schedules, i.e. in the cases where there are different times for private

persons and traffic schools, the highest value is used. In most cases the driving time is

given as one time, as a result of which it is not possible to decide whether or not it is time

spent behind the wheel which is calculated, but where this is given, the time actually

spent behind the wheel is included. The spread in driving times may be due to precisely

this, namely that those which indicate a lot of time also include the time when the trainee

is a passenger, and the spread may not therefore be as large as it seems.

2.4.5 The course schedule

The content of the course schedule is arranged in the form of goal specifications which

express what the trainee is expected to be able to do after driving on a slippery surface.

These goal specifications have been classified according to the categories A-C. For the

complete course schedule, see Appendix No 1.

In the course schedule, all five points in the area technique are skill oriented.

According to these points, the trainee must be able to carry out start and speed increase ...,

braking from a certain speed, etc. Under the heading behaviour, the trainee must after the

training be able to select the correct speed in View of e.g. roadholding conditions and to

place the vehicle with respect to other vehicles, etc. These points have been classified as a

mixture of insight and vehicle and road characteristics, since they deal with driving in a

defensive way but in View of the characteristics of the road and the vehicle. The first point

under risk awareness is also classified as skill oriented since it states that the trainee must

be able to deal with special requirements in slippery road conditions. On the other hand,

the very last point has been classified as insight oriented since it deals with the trainee

having to exhibit anticipation and readiness for any obstacles that might be met. It

therefore deals with adopting a more defensive driving style. The breakdown of the course
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schedule over the three categories can be seen in Fig. 7 in which the aims and goals of the

training schedules are also shown for purposes of comparison.

 

Figure 7 Breakdown of the course schedule and training schedules over the
categories A-C. (For the explanation ofthe categories, see p. 16)

The content of the course schedule regarding driving on a slippery road places the

emphasis on the category skill. When the aims and goals of the training schedules are

compared with those of the course schedule, the emphasis on skill is about the same.

There are more goals in the training schedules which are skill oriented than in the course

schedule, but fewer aims.

2.5 Summary/discussion of the content analysis

There is no major difference between the exercises that are carried out on skid tracks all

over the country. There are a limited number of exercises, which is presumably due to the

fact that the tracks keep in close contact and give each other hints and ideas as to what

works and what does not. All tracks, irrespective of whether they are TOP or SkidCar

tracks, have some form of exercise on braking, skid correction and avoiding an obstacle

on the road. Otherwise the exercises carried out vary between the tracks.

As regards the aims and goals of the exercises, most are expressed as a skill, precisely

in line with the goals of the course schedule. This is not really surprising since the

training schedules are drawn up according to the directives laid down in the course

schedule.

The same exercise at different tracks in most cases has the same category orientation,

i.e. the aims and goals of the braking and obstacle avoidance exercise are skill oriented

regardless of the track concerned. There is however a certain spread over the categories

for one and the same exercise, the reason for this being that more than one aim and goal is

often cited for an exercise.

The overriding aims and goals given in the training schedules appear to have more to

do with risk awareness than do the aims and goals of the individual exercises. This is not

so strange, as the character of the exercises has not been altered since there has been talk

of the need for risk awareness at the skid tracks. It is easier to change the overriding

formulations in the training schedules than to change the exercises which have a long
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tradition behind them. Or it might be that one comment on risk awareness has just as

much significance as several on skill, which implies that not as many comments are

needed on risk awareness as on skill in order that the same result should be achieved.

On the whole, it must be pointed out that the frequency of the different categories says

nothing about the quality of training or the importance they have in the training. There is

no optimum distribution between the categories which mustbe achieved.

What the TOP and SkidCar tracks include in their introductory and finishing sessions

are largely the same. One difference is that the SkidCar tracks have more vehicle and road

characteristics in their introductory session than the TOP tracks, while on the other hand

they make no reference to this at all in their finishing session. The reason that this is not

mentioned in the finishing session may be that it is dealt with in the introductory session,

or that it is dealt with during the exercise when the instructor is sitting by the trainee in

the vehicle.

There is some more variation in the time occupied by a training session, but this is

largely due to the fact that the tracks have different ways of indicating time in their

training schedules. Some indicate the time spent behind the wheel, while others state the

time spent as both driver and passenger.
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3 Observation study

3.1 The aim

In order to find how the course and training schedules are translated into practice,

observations were made during a number of training sessions. The aim of these

observations was to find what the instructors tell the trainees out on the track, i.e. what is

the message that they give them.

3.2 The study group

Selection of the tracks to be visited was carried out in two stages. Stage one consisted of

dividing the tracks into TOP and SkidCar tracks. In stage two, these groups were divided

into three, namely large, medium and small tracks. The size of the track implies the

trainee throughput at the track concerned, which is often associated with the physical size

of the track. There were therefore six groups in all, one track being selected from each

group, except that two were selected from the large TOP tracks. There were thus seven

tracks that were visited, four TOP tracks (18% of the total number of TOP tracks) and
three SkidCar tracks (30% of the total number of SkidCar tracks), all of which were

situated in southern and central Sweden.

3.3 Procedure

The seven tracks were visited on one or two occasions, depending on how much training

they had per day. Two training sessions per track, i.e. a total of 14 sessions, were

observed. During the introduction of the session, the two observers introduced themselves

by name, where they came from and what the purpose of their Visit was. The observers

also stressed that the trainees and instructors should try not to note their presence but

carry on as though they were not there.

During the observations, one observer sat in each car and recorded on tape what the

instructor said to the trainee/trainees and any conversation that took place between

trainees when there was morethan one trainee in the car. Some of the exercises were also

filmed, mostly as an aid to memory during the analysis. During the introductory and

finishing sessions notes were made of what was discussed.

3.4 Analysis

The material was processed by counting the number of comments made by the instructor

to the trainees and classifying these into the principal categories A, B and C. The

proportion of the comments assigned to each category was then calculated. Everything

that had a message and could be classified in the three categories was regarded as a

comment. When it was difficult to decide the subgroup in each category to which the

comment could be assigned, they were only classified by principal category.

A summary was also made of what was dealt with during the introductory and

finishing sessions, and the number of tracks which dealt with the same thing. These points

were categorised according to A-C. The proportion of the observed tracks which dealt

with the same thing was also calculated. Since the SkidCar tracks have no finishing

sessions, a summary was made of what was discussed at the TOP tracks.
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3.5 Results

After all the comments with some message which the instructors made to the trainees had

been counted and classified into the categories A C, the material had the breakdown set

out in Fig. 8.

 

Figure 8 The instructors message to the trainees out on the track (For the
categories A-C, see p. 16)

The emphasis is on skill, since 72% of all the comments which the instructors made to

the trainees said that the trainee should learn some skill. One type of comment that was

classified as skill was: Keep the wheel still all the time and brake. Ifyou want to get past

the obstacle, release the brake rst and then steer". 20% of the comments were insight

oriented, and only 8% related to vehicle and road characteristics. One example of an

insight oriented comment was "Now you can see that you managed this exercise at 30

km/h but not at 40. This will show you what importance speed has when you drive on a

slippery road ", and a comment that was classified in the vehicle and road characteristics

group was "When you have the ABS brakes turned on, you can steer the car even when

you are braking".

Comments such as "Holdyou speed up to the green cone " or "Take it easy on the next

stretch " were not regarded as a message which could be classified into these categories,

and were therefore not counted.

3.5.1 Introductory and finishing sessions

What was dealt with during the introductory and finishing sessions was noted during the

observations. Table 5 shows what the TOP tracks dealt with in the introduction, and how

many dealt with each point. The number shows how many of the introductory sessions

observed mentioned these subjects, and the percentage shows the proportion of the

observed sessions that this represents. There were a total of 8 introductory sessions at

TCP tracks that were observed.
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Table 5 Subject areas dealt with in the introductory session at the T0P tracks, as
the number of observations and as the proportion of the total number of
observations at TOP tracks (8 No)

   

Number
of %

observa-
tions

General points

1 Discussion of the exercises 8 100

2 Safety regulations 7 88

3 Requirements for certificates 7 88

4 Presentation of the track layout 4 50

5 Questions by the instructor 2 25

6 Reasons for the exercises 1 13

7 Must drive with imagination 1 13

Skill

8 How to correct a skid 8 100

9 Technique for the braking-evasive action manoeuvre 7 88

10 The instructor stressed that the idea was not to 3 38

succeed in the exercises but to experience how it

feels/what happens when the manoeuvre is

unsuccessful

11 Spoke about the aim for the day:

  

- to experience risks/what happens 3 38

12 How to perform effective braking 2 25

13 Discussion of braking technique 2 25

14 How to brake correctly at a stop sign where it is often 1 13

very slippery

15 What mistake causes the car to skid 1 13

Insight

16 Spoke about the aim for the day:

0 to realise that it is far too dangerous to drive too 2 25

fast when it is slippery

- to realise the significance of speed by managing 2 25

risk situations at a low speed but not at a high

speed

17 Trainees must not think that they know how to drive 2 25

on a slippery road when they leave the skid track

18 Must drive at a lower speed on a slippery road than 1 13

otherwise

19 To learn what the limits are 1 13

Vehicle and road characteristics

20 Spoke about the action of ABS brakes 1 13
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All the observed TOP tracks had an introductory session, and as will have beenseen

from Table 5, at all the observed introductory sessions at the TOP tracks the instructors

discussed the exercises to be performed on the track and the way a skid is to be corrected.

In 7 of the introductory sessions at the TOP tracks, the instructors talked about safety

regulations, the requirements for a certificate and the technique during the braking-

evasive action manoeuvre. Otherwise there is a lot to do with skills.

What was discussed duringthe introductory sessions at the SkidCar tracks is set out in

Table 6.

Table 6 Subject areas dealt with in the introductory session at the SkidCar tracks,
as the number of observations and as the proportion of the total
number of observations at SkidCar tracks (6 No)

    

Number
of %

observa-
tions

General points

1 Described the track 6 100

2 The exercises to be performed 6 100

3 How the exercises are to be performed 2 33

4 Common mistakes made 2 33

Skill

5 The technique in correcting a skid 6 100

6 The technique in braking 3 50

7 They must learn from their mistakes 2 33

8 How to tackle different situations on a slippery road, 2 33
e.g. how to do a hill start

Vehicle and road characteristics

9 Demonstration of how vehicles with front and rear 2 33

wheel drive react to sideways forces, and how a

declutched vehicle reacts

      

Among the SkidCar tracks also, two of the most frequent points in the introductory

session are what exercises are to be performed and the technique for correcting a skid.

The category skill is the most frequent, and insight is not dealt with at all. Just as in their

training schedules, the SkidCar tracks do not include as many subjects as the TOP tracks.

As regards the SkidCar tracks, all the tracks had an introductory session but, on the

other hand, none of those observed had a common theoretical finish. The instructors gave

the trainees a lot of theory during the exercises, and before they went to get their

certificates the instructor gave a lot of comments on what had happened on the track

during the exercises. All the TOP tracks had a finishing session; the subjects dealt with

are set out in Table 7.
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Table 7 Subject areas dealt with in the nishing session at the T0P tracks, as the
number of observations and as the proportion of the total number of
observations at the TOP tracks which had afinishing session (8 No)

         

Number
of 0/0

observa-
tions

General points

1 What mistakes were made during the exercises 1 12

2 Safety fittings in the vehicle, e.g. air bag 1 12

Skill

3 Recapitulation of braking technique 2 25

4 Must try and release the brake and steer round an 1 12

obstacle on the road

5 Why a skid occurs and how to correct it 1 12

6 The vehicle cannot be steered while braking 1 12

Insight

7 Must keep the speed low on a slippery surface, and 4 50

why

8 Must keep well back from another vehicle 2 25

9 Risks in driving on a slippery road 2 25

10 Instructor emphasised that they must not think that 2 25

can now drive on a slippery surface

Vehicle and road characteristics

11 Braking distances 5 62

12 The significance of tyres. The best tyres must be fitted 4 50

on the rear wheels

13 ABS brakes. How they work. Their advantages and 4 50
disadvantages

14 Difference between front and rear wheel drive 1 12

  

All the observed TOP tracks had a finishing theoretical session. What can be noted

from Table 7 is that the most common subjects during the finishing session are braking

distances, the significance of tyres, ABS brakes, and that it is necessary to keep the speed

low on a slippery road and why. In other words, there are more vehicle and road

characteristics than in the introductory session, and also more about insight.

3.6 Summary/discussion of observations

It can be seen from the observation results that most of what the instructors pass on to the

trainees out on the track deals with skill. Since the course and training schedules also

place most emphasis on skill, there is some agreement between these and the message

passed on by the instructors. Do the instructors pass on the type of message that has been
envisaged?

During the introductory session it was most common for subjects of general character

to be dealt with, e.g. what was going to happen out on the track, what exercises were
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going to be performed, safety regulations and the requirements to be satisfied for a

certificate. As regards the three categories skill, insight and vehicle and road

characteristics, it was mostly aspects regarding skill that were dealt with, e.g. how to

correct a skid.

During the finishing session, the emphasis was on insight. One reason that there was

more about skill in the introduction and more about insight at the finish may be that

before the actual driving session it is easier to tell the trainees how they should behave

and perform the different exercises, while afterwards, when they have experienced e. g. the

significance of speed it is easier to talk about understanding how to behave when they get

into a critical situation.

None of the SkidCar tracks that were visited had a finishing session. This may be due

to the fact that the instructors sit in the vehicle during the actual driving exercises and can

give some of the training then.
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4 Interview survey

4.1 The aim

The aim of the interview survey was to find what the instructors themselves consider that

they teach the trainees, and what the trainees consider is the message of the skid training.

Another aim was to find what the trainees think that they learn and what the instructors

think that the trainees learn, and finally, if either of these two groups have the feeling that

something needs to be changed in skid training.

4.2 The study group

Interviews were conducted with the trainees and instructors who took part in the exercises

that had been observed. The reason why these trainees and instructors were interviewed

was to see if there was any difference between what the instructors thought they had

taught the trainees and what the trainees considered they had learned, as against what the

instructors had actually told them on the track (as recorded during the observations).

4.3 Procedure

After each exercise the observers agreed with each trainee and instructor that they may

ring them at a later date to ask some questions, on the understanding that they would

receive a cinema ticket for their help.

The interviews were thus conducted by telephone and lasted about 30 minutes on

average. Three people carried out the interviews on different occasions 1-4 weeks after

the trainees had received the instruction. The responses were written down by the

interviewer, but were also recorded.

Among the instructors the response frequency was 100%, i.e. all 14 instructors

responded, while among the trainees 39 of the 47 approached on the track responded, i.e.

about 83%. The reason why not all trainees answered was that they had moved, had gone

abroad or quite simply did not answer the telephone.

As can be seen from the tables in the Section 4.6, the internal non-response varies from

question to question. In spite of the fact that the interview questions were structured, the

interviews were more like a conversation in character, which had the result that the

interviewer sometimes felt that he/she had received answers to the questions asked. On a

closer analysis later on, it was however found that this was not the case.

4.4 The content of the interviews
The questions put to both instructors and trainees related to:

0 the trainees expectations of skid training

0 what the trainee had learned from the training as a whole

0 what the trainee thought was the lasting benefit of the training

0 if there was anything that could be changed in skid training.
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In addition, all the exercises were discussed in relation to four aspects. These were:

0 the aim of the exercise

0 what the trainee had learnt from the specific exercise

0 how the exercise will affect the trainee s driving in future

0 if there is any traffic situation where the trainee thinks that he/she will directly profit

from the specific exercise on the skid track.

Finally, both groups were asked to say how they thought the course content had been

distributed over the categories skill, insight and vehicle and road characteristics. They had

to say what percentage they thought had been devoted to each of these categories.

The instructors were asked some more questions. These dealt with:

0 what they think the new course schedule should look like

0 and what they consider skid training in future should be like.

For a complete description of the interview questions.

4.5 Analysis

In the questions that dealt with the trainees expectations and what should be changed in

skid training, the answers which related to similar aspects were grouped together. The

frequency of each group of answers, and the proportion of the instructors and trainees

who had given these answers, was then calculated. Answers to the questions what the

trainees had learned that they can profit from, what the trainees thought was the lasting

benefit of the training, what was the aim of the introductory and finishing sessions and

what was the lesson learned from these, were classified according to A-C and summarised

by frequency and the percentages of instructors and trainees who had given each answer.

The answers to the first three questions of the four (the aim of the exercise, what the

trainee had learned from the specific exercise and how the exercise will affect the trainee s

driving in future) which were asked about all the exercises were classified according to

the six groups Al, A2, B3, B4, C5 and C6. The proportion of the answers to each

question that came into each category was then calculated. These percentages for the

instructors and trainees were then compared. The fourth question which dealt with actual

driving situations was not processed in any special way. In Section 4.6, some examples

are given of driving situations which a trainee or instructor had referred to.

Answers to the last two questions which were put only to the instructors were also

grouped according to whether they dealt with similar aspects, and were then summarised

by frequency. In this case also, the proportion of the instructors who had given each group

of answers was calculated.

4.6 Results

4.6.1 The trainees' expectations of skid training

The introductory question in the interview dealt with the expectations that the trainee had

of the skid training, and whether these expectations had been fulfilled. The question was

put to both trainees and instructors, which meant that the instructors had to say what they

thought were the trainees expectations of skid training and whether these had been

satisfied. In Table 8 all the expectations mentioned by the trainees and instructors are set

out. The points in italics are those which both groups mentioned, and the figures under the
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heading Number state how many had mentioned the expectation in question. The

percentage figures state the proportion in each group who answered this question. The

answers in Tables 8 and 9 are not classified by the categories A1-C6 due to the large

variations and the large number of "other" answers. A trainee or instructor may have

quoted several expectations.

        

Table 8 What the instructors and the trainees said were the trainees expectations
of skid training, expressed as the number ofcomments and the percentage
ofall those who answered the question in each group

Instructors No % Trainees No %

0 They are nervous 8 57 0 They are nervous 19 49
o It will befun 5 36 o It will be fun 14 36
0 They will learn to drive on a 2 14 0 They will learn to drive on a 5 13

slippery road slippery road
a They will nd what it is like to 2 14 a They will nd what it is like to 4 10

drive on a slippery road drive on a slippery road
a They are worried about what 2 14 a They are worried about what 4 10

will happen will happen
0 They expect to get on the track 2 14 0 They expect to get on the track 2 5
and skid andskid

- It will be exciting 1 7 o It will be exciting 1 2,5
0 They are afraid the car will spin 1 7 0 They are afraid the car will spin 3 8
round round

a They expect it will be all right 2 14 o No special expectations 9 23
a They don t think they will learn 1 7 o It will be difficult 8 21

a lot 0 It will be slippery 2 5
a They will have an insight into 1 7 - Afraid of failing 1 2,5

and an understanding of slippery 0 Will learn how the car behaves 1 2,5
conditions on a slippery surface

a It will be slippery 1 7 0 Will make a lot of exercises 2,5
0 It will be useful 1 7

- Internal non-response O - Internal non response

Both groups appear to agree that the trainees are nervous when they arrive for skid

training. Also that it will be fun to drive on the skid track. A usual comment by the

trainees was: "I was nervous but I thought it will be greatfun, because I heard it from so

many people . Some expect that they will learn how to drive on a slippery road, while

others think that they will find out what it is like to drive on a slippery road. One thing

worth comment is that some trainees have no special expectations at all, which the

instructors have not even thought of. What is this due to? Do some trainees really have no

expectations, or have they merely failed to formulate them?

What about fulfilling these expectations? Table 9 shows whether and to what extent

the trainees and instructors think that the expectations were fulfilled. A trainee or

instructor may have given several answers.
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Table 9 Instructors and trainees' answers whether and to what extent the trainees'
expectations were ful lled, expressed as the number ofcomments and the
percentage ofall those who answered the question in each group

Instructors No % Trainees No %

a Yes, they thought it wasfun 3 27 0 Yes, they thought it wasfun 9 26
0 Yes, theyfound what it is like to 3 27 0 Yes, theyfound what it is like to 7 2O

drive on a slippery road, and drive on a slippery road, and
learned how to behave learned how to behave

- Yes, they learned what their 1 9 0 Yes, but it was easier than I had 4 12
limits are thought

- Yes, they experienced risks 1 9 0 Yes 4 12
0 Yes, and they have also learned 1 9 o It wasn t bad as I had thought 3 9

a lot a Yes, I learned how the car 2 6
- Doubtful. It is too early to say 1 9 behaves on a slippery surface
a No, they didn t skid enough 1 9 o It wasn t as slippery as I had 2 6

thought
a Yes, it was difficult I 3
a Yes, it gave good insight into 1 3

what it is like when it is slippery
- Yes, it was slippery 1 3
o It was worse than expected 1 3
o There were fewer skids than I l 3

had thought
0 Yes, but the instructors should 1 3

tell you more about what you
did wrong

- Yes, it was useful 1 3
o I thought I would learn more 1 3

0 Internal non response 3 21 - Internal non-response 5 13

In this case also, the most frequent answers are the same for both groups. Most people

think it was fun and that they learned how to behave on a slippery surface. This is shown,

for instance, by an answer given by an instructor: "Yes, the training ful ls their

expectations. They have really felt what it is like to drive on a slippery surface and

learned how to behave .

4.6.2 What the instructors and trainees think are the aims and goals of the

exercises

The interviewers went through all exercises on each track with each interviewee. The

instructors were asked what the aim of each exercise was and what they thought the

trainees had learned. The question put to the trainees was what they thought was the aim

of the exercise/what the instructor wanted to tell them, and what they thought they had

learned from the exercise. Both groups were asked the question whether, and if so how,

they thought the different exercises would affect the trainees' driving in future. These

answers were then classified according to the groups A1 C6. Fig. 9 shows what the

instructors consider the aim of the exercises is and what the trainees learn.
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Figure 9 What the instructors think is the aim ofthe exercises and what the trainees
learn (For an explanation ofA1 -C6, see p. I 6)

Most of what the instructors think is the aim of the exercises, and what they consider

that the trainees had learned from the exercises, can be classified as skill. Overall, Groups

A1 and A2 make up 78% and 59% respectively of all the aims of the exercises and what

the trainees have learned. An example of answers regarding the aim of the exercise

classified in the Al group is: "Ifsomething appears on the road, you must be able to take

evasive action. You must learn to do the right thing, to use the right technique ". Examples

of answers given regarding the aim in Group A2 is: "Show that it is not possible to brake

like this on a slippery surface, the car will only skid and it is impossible to steer ",' "They

must feel how they must brake so that it's all right. Because if they lock the wheels, the

braking distance is much greater". Examples of what the trainees had learned according

to the instructors, in exercises in Groups Al and A2: "They learn to brake in this way"

and "Quite simply, that it is dangerous to brake like this. It is completely out of control.

The car takes ofand does not go where you want it to go ".

Examples of what the instructors say is the aim of the exercise in the category insight,

and what they think the trainees had learned: "They must realise the importance of

positioning the car correctly on the road They must realise their limitations " and "They

have learned that speedplays apart in what the braking distance will be ".

When it comes to the trainee realising the importance of the car s driving

characteristics and the vehicle components with regard to the driving situation, the

instructors say that only 1% of the aim of the exercises and the lesson learned by the

trainees refers to this.

What the trainees think are the aim of the exercises and what they think that they had

learned, also has a distinct emphasis on the category skill. See Fig. 10.
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Figure 10 What the trainees think is the aim ofthe exercises and what they think they
have learned (For an explanation ofA]-C6, see p. 16)

The proportions between the categories, according to the trainees, are about the same

as according to the instructors. The answers are also similar. An example of aims given by

a trainee for an exercise in Group Al: "T0 learn how I must brake/stop as quickly as

possible without locking the wheels" and in Group A2 "T0 see how long it will be if]

brake wrong. Then I learned what to do instead, and that was useful ". An example of an

answer regarding the aim of an exercise in the category insight: "To realise that you must

be careful on a slippery road and keep the speed down, since the braking distance is

longer on a slippery surface ".

As regards what the trainees themselves say they have learned, here is an example of

an answer concerning Skill: "I learned roughly how hard I can brake before the wheels

lock", and an example from the insight category: "I learned that you cannot drive so fast

when it is slippery .

In the same way as the instructors, the trainees also think that very little emphasis is

given to the characteristics of the vehicle. An example of the aim of an exercise classified

as vehicle and road characteristics is "I learned how the car reacts on a rough and a

slippery surface when I brake hard. The braking distance is longer on a slippery surface

than on a rough one ", and as far as lesson learned is concerned, "It takes longer to stop

the car when it is slippery. The braking distance is longer ".

Finally, there are some trainees who cannot say what the aim of a certain exercise was

or what they had learned from a specific exercise.

The way the trainees and instructors think that the driving of the trainees will be

affected by all the exercises is set out in Fig. 11.
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Figure 11 The way the driving of the trainees will be affected by the skid training
(For an explanation ofA1-C6, see p. I 6)

In this case also, the emphasis is on skill, but the category insight has a little more

prominent role than in regard to aims and goals. What the answers classified in the skill

category mostly showed was that the trainees thought they knew how to do certain things

after the training. Examples of such comments: "I know how to brake if something

appears on the road in front ofthe car ", "I know that I must not lock the wheels because

then I cannot steer. And that is very dangerous. So I hope I won t do it . Many of the

answers classified in the insight category emphasised that one should take it easy when

driving on a slippery road, that one should not drive so fast, and that one should keep well

back from another vehicle. Examples of comments by trainees: "I will keep well back

from another vehicle when it is slippery", "I will take it very easy when it is slippery and

pay more attention ", "Speed is significant, and it is therefore important to take it easy

even if it isn 't slippery but you suspect it might be .

"If it is slippery you take it more easy because the braking distance is longer" is an

example of an answer classified in the vehicle and road characteristics category.

As regards the instructors, the following examples may illustrate their answers: "They

release the brake much more carefully after skid training" (skill), "They plan their driving

so that they don t get into a critical situation" (insight) and "They begin to brake earlier

since they know that the braking distance is longer when it is slippery" (vehicle and road

characteristics).

It is also worth comment in Fig. 11 that there are quite a lot of trainees who do not

think that the exercises will affect their driving at all in future, i.e. they do not think they

have learned anything they can benefit from.

Apart from these trainees, the others and the instructors had no difficulty inciting

traffic situations in which they think the trainees might benefit from the exercises they

carried out on the skid track. The situations quoted in the answers were quite similar to

the exercises carried out on the track. With regard to the braking exercises, a usual answer

was that it was good to know what to do if something quickly appeared on the road. One

trainee expressed this as "If there is a car in front and you must brake, or if a moose

suddenly appears on the road". This was also a usual answer regarding the braking-
evasive action manoeuvre.
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4.6.3 Introductory and finishing sessions

When the instructors and trainees were asked about the aim of the exercises and what

lesson was learned from them, they were also asked about the aim of the introductory and

finishing sessions and the lesson learned from these (if these sessions were given). The

answers to these questions are given in Tables 10-13; every individual may have given

more than one answer. Answers regarding the aim of the introductory session can be seen

in Table 10.
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There are a number of common aims in both groups, but the emphasis they are given is

VTI rapport 410A

a little different. What most trainees regard as the primary aim is to find out what is going
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Table 10 What the instructors and the trainees consider is the aim of the
introductory session, expressed as the number ofcomments and as the
percentage ofall those who gave an answer in each group

Instructors No % Trainees N0 %

General points General points

Description ofexercises 9 64 - Description of exercises 3 10
0 Description ofthe track 1 7 Description of the track 3 10

Play down skid training and 1 7 a Play down skid training and 4 13
calm them down calm us down

0 Refer to actual situations 4 29 - Tell us What will happen out on 14 47
Talk about the aims and goals of 3 21 the track
the exercises a Safety regulations 3 10
Talk about the overriding aim of 2 14 0 Check how much we knew I 3
the skid training about slippery conditions
Go through safety regulations 1 7 0 Tell us what the exercises are 1 3

- Tell them that they must satisfy 1 7 about
the requirements 0 Get to know the instructors 1 3

Skill Skill

Tell them how to behave in 4 29 0 Tell us how to behave in 3 10
di erent situations in slippery different situations in slippery
conditions conditions
Show what happens when they 2 14
make a mistake during the
exercise
Tell them they are going to test 1 7
slippery conditions

Insight Insight

Make them aware of the 1 7 - Realise that slippery conditions 7 23
significance of speed must be taken seriously - not to

play the fool on the track
- Realise what it is like to drive 3 10

on a slippery road
- Realise the difficulties due to l 3

slippery conditions

Vehicle and road
characteristics

Show how the vehicle reacts in 1 7
different situations
Tell them about situations that 1 7
are slippery besides winter roads
Make them aware of what good 1
and bad road holding 7
characteristics are
Talk about front wheel andrear 1 7
wheel drive
Talk about slippery patches 1 7

Internal non response O O a 9 23

 



to happen out on the track, while the primary aim of the instructors is to describe the

exercises. According to the trainees formulation, it may be assumed that they will find

out what exercises they will have to do, but that further information will also be given.

Most points, among both instructors and trainees, are of a general character, i.e. they

cannot be classified into A-C. What the trainees get out of the introductory session, and

what the instructors think that the trainees get out of it, can be seen in Table 11.

            

Table 11 What the trainees learn during the introductory session, according to the
instructors and the trainees, expressed as the number ofcomments and as
the percentage ofall those who gave an answer in each group

Instructors No % Trainees No %

General points General points

0 They know what they are to do 3 27 a They know what they are to do 7 23
on the track on the track

a They learn nothing 3 27 0 They learn nothing 6 19
a They are a little less nervous 1 9 0 They are a little less nervous 1 3
a They understand the purport of 1 9 a They know what it is all going 4 13

the exercises o to be like 2 6
0 They know what the 1 9 0 They know what the track looks 1 3

requirements are like
a They still have questions to 1 9 0 Got to know the instructor 1 3

which they will get the answer Know that it costs SEK 4000
on the track excess if the car is smashed

during the exercise
- Must listen to the instructor out 1 3

on the track

Skill Skill

- They know how, technically, to 1 9 0 They know how, technically, to 3 10
manage different situations manage different situations

0 Know how to correct a skid 1 3
- Must release the brakes and 1 3

depress the clutch when it is
slippery

0 Know how the car behaves on a 1 3
slippery surface

Insight Insight

- Have respect for slippery 1 9 0 Must take it easy 3 10
conditions 0 Must take skid training seriously 2 6

a They realise the risks due to 1 9 o What can happen in real 1 3
slippery conditions situations

Vehicle and road Vehicle and road
characteristics characteristics

a They know it is not only in l 9 0 Difference between front wheel 1 3
winter that it is slippery and rear wheel drive

0 Internal non-response 3 21 0 Internal non-response 8 2O
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In this case also, most points are of general character. What most trainees say they get

out of the introductory session is that they know what they are to do on the track. The

instructors also think that this is what they get out of it. What is interesting here is that

both the instructors and trainees seem to agree that the trainees do not perhaps get so

much out of the introductory session; the most frequent point for both groups is that the

trainees have learned nothing. The aim of the finishing session is seen in Table 12.

            

Table 12 What the instructors and trainees think is the aim of the nishing session,
expressed as the number of comments and as the percentage ofall
those who gave an answer in each group wherethere was a nishing
session

Instructors No % Trainees No %

General points General points

0 Recapitulate wheat happened 5 63 o Recapitulate what happened out 5 24
out on the track on the track

- Answer questions 3 38 0 Get answers to questions 2 10
0 Check that everybody under- 1 13 0 Check that everybody under- 1 5

stands the purpose ofskid stands the purpose ofskid
training training

0 Go through common mistakes 2 25 a Share experiences 8 38
- Relate training to real conditions 1 13 - Recapitulate the exercises 4 19

0 Receive a pass 2 10
- Evaluate the exercises 1 5

Skill Skill

0 Stress that it is impossible to 1 13
steer when they are braking

- Tell them why they can t I 13
straighten the car

- Tell them it s up to the driver 1 13
how it goes

Insight Insight

- Stress the importance of speed 4 50 a They stress it is important to 1 5
- Stress they don t know how to 1 13 concentrate when driving on a

drive on a slippery surface slippery surface
0 Stress that driving on a slippery 1 13 - Show what can happen on a 1 5

surface is a serious business slippery surface
- Tell them they must keep their 1 13

distance

Vehicle and road Vehicle and road
characteristics characteristics

- Recapitulate braking distances 2 25 - Recapitulate braking distances 3 14
0 Talk about tyres 1 13

0 Internal non response O O 0 Internal non response 5 19

Both instructors and trainees seem to think that talking about and recapitulating what

had happened out on the track is an important and usual aim of the finishing session. Also

to talk about braking distances and to discuss and answer the queries that the trainees
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have. On the whole, the category skill is not talked about much at all. What the trainees

get out of/learn from the finishing session can be seen in Table 13.

            

Table 13 What, according to the instructors and the trainees, the trainees have
learned from the nishing session, expressed as the number of comments
and as the percentage ofall those who gave an answer in each group

Instructors No % Trainees No %

General points General points

0 The trainees get something to 2 25 - Nothing 6 33
think about 1 13 a They have exchanged 3 17

0 They get their questions experiences
answered a Can t remember 2 l 1

That they all had similar 1 6
experiences from the track

a That they had different 1 6
experiences from the track

Skill Skill

- They know theoretically how to l 13
deal with different situations in
slippery conditions 1 13

a They realise they must use the
right braking technique

Insight Insight

- They realise the importance of l 13 - Slippery conditions are 1 6
speed 1 13 dangerous 1 6

- They realise they must keep a They have seen and know what
their distance can happen in traffic

Vehicle and road Vehicle and road
characteristics characteristics

0 They realise the importance of 2 25 0 They have seen their braking 3 17
tyres distance in relation to others

and know what it should be

- Internal non response 0 0 - Internal non-response 7 31

It is seen from Table 13 that there are no common points, i.e. points that both the

instructors and trainees mentioned. The most usual answer given by trainees is that they

had got nothing out of the finishing session, which is interesting.

4.6.4 The lasting benefit of skid training for the trainees

The instructors and trainees were also asked what they considered was the lasting benefit

of the skid training as a whole, i.e. what they thought they were most likely to retain in

their memory. The answers, classified by A-C, can be seen in Table 14 in which the

numbers giving each answer and the percentage distribution of these are also given. The

same individual may have given several answers. Answers in italics were given by both

instructors and trainees.
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Table 14 What lasting bene t, according to the instructors and the trainees, the

trainees have derivedfrom the skid training, expressed as the number of
comments and as the percentage ofall those who gave an answer in each
group

Instructors No % Trainees No %

General points General points

- They are no longer afraid of 1 8 They are no longer afraid of 1 3
slippery conditions slippery conditions

- It was fun 3 25 It was good and instructive 6 16
Learned how to behave ona 6 16
slippery road
Realised that a slippery road is 1 3
dangerous 1 3
The overtaking exercise 1 3
They thought it was unpleasant
to spin round

Skill Skill

0 They have learned how to 2 17 They have learned how to 6 16
correct a skid correct a skid

- They know how to brake on a 1 8 They know how to brake on a 5 13
slippery surface slippery surface

a They realise what happens when 2 17 Had a chance to see what it is 6 16
they do something wrong, e.g. like to drive on a slippery road
they spin round Learned what can happen when 4 11

. 1 8 it is slippery
Had a chance to try dangerous 2 5
situations
Learned how to avoid obstacles 2 5

Insight Insight

0 They realise they must take it 2 17 They realise they must take it 4 11
easy when the road is slippery easy when the road is slippery

- They realise the importance of 1 8 They realise the importance of 5 13
speed when it is slippery speed when it is slippery

- They realise it isn t so easy to 3 35 They have developed respect 2 5
drive on a slippery surface; the for slippery conditions
margins are small Know now that it is easy to skid 1 3

o The men realise that they have 1 8 in winter
overestimated their abilities Have developed risk awareness 1 3

They realise it is difficult to 1 3
drive when it is slippery

Vehicle and road Vehicle and road
characteristics characteristics

I have realised that braking 1 3
distances on a slippery road are
longer than I had thought
Had a chance to see how the car 1 3
behaves in different situations

0 Internal non-response 2 14 Internal non-response 1 3
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No special emphasis is given to any category as regards what the trainees thought was

the lasting benefit of skid training; the answers vary in character.

On the other hand, very many were pleased with skid training. "It was very good and

very instructive. It frightened me a little and that s allto the good, because now I think

more about driving when it s slippery than Idid before ", "Fun and very useful. Taught me

how to handle different situations ", "Good to have the chance to try and test different

situations " are only some of the comments made by the trainees.

What the instructors and trainees think that the trainees have learned from skid training

that they can directly profit from in their driving is set out in Table 15. Each respondent

may have given more than one answer.
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Table 15 What bene t, according to the instructors and the trainees themselves,
the trainees have derived om the skid training, expressed as the number
of comments and as the percentage of all those who gave an answer in
each group

Instructors No % Trainees No %

General points General points

The younger people derive no 1 8 0 They benefit from all they learned 6 17
benefit, but the older ones do 0 They know how to behave on a 3 8
No benefit. I think skid training 1 8 slippery surface
is harmful 0 They have something to think 2 6
They have a better chance of 1 8 about
managing slippery conditions 0 They won t panic if a critical 1 3
after the training situation arises

0 They have developed respect for l 3
slippery conditions

0 Don t know 1 3
0 They are no longer so afraid of 1 3

slippery conditions
0 They had real experience of 1 3

slippery conditions

Skill Skill

They know how to behave in 3 21 0 They know how to behave in 5 14
different critical situations different critical situations

0 They know how to brake 1 8 0 They know how to brake 7 19
0 They can correct a skid 1 8 0 They can correct a skid 4 11

0 skidding 1 3
0 They know what can happen if 1 3

they make a mistake
0 They know how to take evasive 1 3

action
0 They know how to take a curve 1 3
0 They know how to avoid an 1 3

obstacle

Insight Insight

They realise the importance of 2 14 0 They realise the importance of 2 6
speed 0 speed
They have developed respectfor 1 8 They have developed respectfor 5 14
slippery conditions and take it easy slippery conditions and take it easy

0 Risk awareness 2 14 0 They know about risks on a 1 3
0 They realise that margins are small 1 8 slippery road

when the road is slippery

Vehicle and road characteristics Vehicle and road characteristics

0 They know how the car behaves 2 6
on a slippery surface

0 They know it is slippery in front 1 3
of a stop sign

0 They know how to handle the car 1 3
when it is slippery

- Internal non response 2 14 0 Internal non-response 3 8
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The answers of the trainees are oriented a little more towards skill than towards insight

and vehicle and road characteristics. They realise that the benefit of skid training is that

they can deal with different situations. One example: "I know how to brake without

locking the wheels, so that I don 't lose steering. I know how to handle the car when the

road is slippery". One interesting point among the comments made by instructors is the

one saying that skid training is harmful rather than useful. The instructor said: "I don t

think that skid trainingpromotes road safety. Perhaps it doesfor some, but many become

overconfident, especially young boys. I think it does more harm than good".

4.6.5 Changes in skid training

When asked what could be changed or done differently in skid training, the instructors

and trainees answered as in Table 16. A trainee or instructor may have given more than

one answer.

There are three things that both instructors and trainees seem to think of: more time,

more theory regarding the equipment of the car, e.g. ABS brakes, and that the trainees

should have a chance to think about what they are doing during skid training. There are

different ways in which the trainees could re ect about what they are doing. Either there

should be a break in the middle of the practical training, or theory and practice should

alternate, or skid training should be given on a number of occasions. An instructor

expressed this as follows: "Training should lead to a realisation of risks, and should not

only teach people about slippery conditions. There should be more time with a break in

the middle of the session, so that the trainees have time to think about what they are

doing". If the alternative of several occasions is chosen, there are many who think that

each session should deal with several aspects, i.e. both skill and insight, if they are to be

meaningful. If they deal with only one aspect, there may even be a danger of teaching the

trainees too much, i.e. they might think they are better at driving than they really are.
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Table 16 Proposals made by the instructors and the trainees regarding changes in
skid training, expressed as the number ofcomments and as the percentage
ofall those who gave an answer in each group

Instructors No % Trainees No %

More time (at least 21/2-3 hours) 7 50 More time 10 31
o Trainees should have chance to Trainees should have chance to

sit back/re ect about the sit back(re ect about the
training training
- several occasions 7 50 - several occasions 5 16
- break in middle ofsession 2 14 - break in middle ofsession 1 3
More theory about vehicle 4 29 More theory about vehicle 1 3
characteristics characteristics
Trainees should have greater 1 7 Trainees should have greater 3 9
opportunity to try various things opportunity to try various things
Alternate theory and practice, 1 7 More element of surprise 4 13
e. g. show smashed up cars Should have more practice in 3 9
Skid training should be about 3 21 each exercise, so as to get better
realising risks, not about Exercises should be repeated 2 6
teaching how to handle slippery several times
conditions Should be better related to real 2 6
Skid training should be 2 14 conditions
preceded by test of how well Theory should be given the day 2 6
trainee handles car before driving exercises
Develop skill trainee must 1 7 Instructor should sit in the car so 2 6
himself manage a critical that instructions can be received
situation more easily
Larger and longer surfaces at 1 7 There should be a common 2 6
the tracks finish
Speed should be varied during 1 7 It is too confused, too much 2 6
the exercises so that its effect information
can be felt - Should learn first aid 1 3
Permanent track personnel and 1 7 There should be a test at the end 1 3
cars on the track to check what has been learned
Better preparation of trainees 1 7 Communication on the track 1 3
before exercises, e.g. by video was bad. Difficult to hear what
Less emphasis on speed in the 1 7 was said
exercises There should be at least two 1 3
Don t remove the speed require- 1 7 trainees in the car, so that they
ment could share experiences
Make the skid track a crisis 1 7
centre which deals not only with
slippery conditions
Stress more in basic training 1 7
that driving a car must become
second nature

Internal non-response O 0 Internal non-response 7 1 8
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4.6.6 Classification of the course content by instructors and trainees

The last question put to both instructors and trainees in the interview was that they should

themselves classify the course content into the categories A-C. The results of this can be

seen in Fig. 12.

 

Figure 12 Classi cation of the course content by the instructors and trainees
themselves into the categories A-C (For an explanation of the categories,
see p. 16)

According to the trainees, most of the course content (44%) concentrates on learning to

manoeuvre the car so that they can get out of a critical situation. On the other hand, in the

opinion of the instructors most of the course content concentrates on teaching the trainees

to drive so that they do not get into a critical situation. They think that 51% of the course

content is insight oriented, while the trainees think that this proportion is 33%. Both

groups consider that the course content is least concerned with teaching the trainees what

significance vehicle and road characteristics have on the driving situation. The trainees

think that 23% of the course content deals with this, while the instructors think that this is

16%.

4.6.7 What the course schedule should be like

Finally, the instructors had two questions in the interview which were not put to the

trainees. They were asked what they thought the new course schedule and the skid

training in future should be like. An instructor may have given more than one answer in

Tables 17 and 18. Suggestions, ideas and Views on the formulation and content of the

course schedule are presented in Table 17. The table also shows how many gave each
opinion.
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Table I 7 Instructors suggestions regarding the formulation of the new course
schedule, presented as the number of comments and as the proportion of
all those who answered (12 No)

       

N0 %

0 There must be certain common factors (certain exercises, clear 3 25

goal specifications), but otherwise it must be free

o If there were permanent staff on each track, the desired 3 25

improvement would be achieved

a The speed at which exercises must be performed need not be 2 17

decided centrally

o The course schedule must provide such guidanceand be so 2 17

detailed that it makes no difference where the skid training is

received
o Trainees must develop an insight into and understanding of 2 17

slippery conditions

0 There must be speed requirements as common factors 2 17

o The course schedule must not lay down that the trainee must be 1 8

able to do certain things

o Makes no difference what the course schedulelooks like, every 1 8

skid track will in any case do what they want
0 There must not be too many aims and goals in the course 1 8

schedule
o The course schedule must state the reasons for failing a trainee l 8

o The course schedule must be short and easy to understand 1 8

o The course schedule must be of an overriding character, so that l 8

the exercises can be suited to the trainees own conditions

0 The course schedule must not be too detailed, since the tracks 1 8

are different

0 The course schedule must lay down how to bring about 1 8

slippery conditions

a The requirement that the trainee should receive a pass for skid 1 8

training should remain

a A course schedule in more general terms. Everybody knows I 8

what the training must be like

o Delegate and give the tracks responsibility to motivate them 1 8

o No specified speeds - they are governed by how slippery the 1 8

surface is

u Trainees must have a certain ability to manoeuvre a car before 1 8

they come to the skid track

Internal non-response 2 14

What is obvious from these suggestions is that there are at least as many opinions

regarding the formulation of the course schedule as there are people who have answered

this question. It is difficult to draw any general conclusions when some want specified

speeds and others do not. Some think that the course schedule should provide guidance

and be detailed, while others think that it must have certain common factors to which
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everybody must conform, but otherwise there should be no restrictions as to what will be

done.

4.6.8 Skid training in the future

In conclusion, the instructors were asked what they want skid training in the future to look

like. The breakdown of the answers is given in Table 18.

       

Table 18 The instructors views regarding skid training in the future, presented as
the number of comments and as the proportion of all those who have
answered (13 No)

No %

o Skid training must be given on several occasions 3 23

0 There must be larger tracks so that higher speeds can be 2 15

maintained
0 There must be permanent staff on the tracks to provide skid 2 15

training
0 There must be some obligatory exercises, but otherwise people 1 8

should be free to decide for themselves

o All tracks must be equipped with ABS brakes l 8

c There must be a lot of risk awareness and nasty experiences 1 8

c There must be a test of trainees ability to manoeuvre a car 1 8

before skid training
0 Trainees must have the chance to practice more and to 1 8

experience more situations

0 Trainees must have a greater chance to test themselves 1 8

o Trainees must have a greater chance to drive on their own 1 8

o Trainees smut be ready when they come to the skid track 1 8

o Skid training will be changed into a crisis management training 1 8

where circumstances other than only slippery conditions will

be dealt with

Internal non-response 1 7

Most ideas about skid training in the future are those which were already put forward

as answers to the question of what should be changed about skid training, e.g. several

occasions, that the trainees should have a greater chance to drive on their own, that there

should be a test of trainees ability to manoeuvre a car before skid training. This is in spite

of the fact that the question was put in such a way that no consideration need be given to

economic or temporal aspects. The only answer which is a little different is that the skid

tracks should be made into a crisis centre that would deal not only with problems due to

slippery conditions.
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4.6.9 Comparison of aims and goals

In Fig.13 a comparison is made of the breakdown of the aims of the exercises according

to what is stated in the training schedules (Fig. 13a), what the instructors say the aim is

(Fig. 13b), what the instructors actually pass on to the trainees out on the track (Fig. 13c)

and what the trainees think is the aim of the exercise (Fig. 13d).

 

Figure 13 Breakdown of the aims of skid training into skill, insight and vehicle and
road characteristics, according to the training schedules, the instructors
and the trainees (For an explanation ofthe categories A-C, seepage 16)

There is a consistent pattern in all four figures, i.e. skill takes up the most room,

followed next by insight and last by vehicle and road characteristics. There is however

some variation in the sizes of the categories. In the breakdown of the aims according to

the course schedule, half the aims are skill oriented, about a third insight oriented and

17% deal with vehicle and road characteristics. According to the interpretation of these

aims by the instructors, as much as 79% of the aims are skill oriented, 14% insight

oriented and 7% vehicle and road characteristics oriented. When we look at the message

which, according to the observers, the instructors pass on to the trainees out on the track,

the breakdown agrees quite well with what they say the aims are. The way the trainees

perceive the aims of the exercises is a little different from the other figures. They think

that the category skill is 10-20% less pronounced than what the instructors think and

communicate to them, and that there are more vehicle and road characteristics than what

the instructors communicate.

If the same type of comparison is made regarding the goals of the exercises, it can be

seen that in this case also the emphasis is on skill (see Fig. 14).
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Figure 14 Breakdown of the goals of skid training into skill, insight and vehicle and
road characteristics, according to the training schedules, the instructors
and the trainees (For an explanation ofthe categories A-C, see page I 6)

Fig. 14a shows the breakdown of the goals of the course schedule, and Fig. 14b that of

the training schedules, into the categories A-C. Fig. 140 shows what the instructors

think/believe that the trainees learn, Fig. 14d what the trainees themselves say that they

have actually learned. As much as 82% of the goals of the training schedules are skill

oriented, while the shares of insight and vehicle and road characteristics are 10% and 8%.

As regards what the instructors consider that the trainees have learned and what the

trainees say they have actually learned, the skill category is lower than in the training

schedules. The instructors consider that 61% of what the trainees have learned is skill

oriented, while the trainees think that this figure is 53%.

4.7 Summary/discussion of the interviews

The interview answers show that both trainees and instructors perceive the aims of the

exercises to be mostly skill oriented, and that this is what the trainees mostly learn from

the exercises. There is thus a pattern, based on the content of the course schedule, as to

what the trainees perceive the message of the training to be, with the greatest emphasis in

all stages on skill and the least on vehicle and road characteristics. This can be interpreted

to mean that the instructors understand the course and training schedules to have the

emphasis that they are meant to have (at least on the basis of these categories), and

communicate this to the trainees who also understand it in the same way. Care should

however be taken with this conclusion, since there are quite large variations among the

three categories at the various stages. From course schedule to trainee, the category skill,

for instance, varies from 50% to 80%.

The pattern changes when the instructors and trainees themselves must classify the

course content according to the three categories; this is most pronounced among the
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instructors. The instructors consider that most of the course content is made up of insight,

while the trainees still think it is mostly about skill, even though the breakdown between

the categories is more uniform than before. As far as the instructors are concerned, this

difference in answers may be due to the fact that there is a lot of talk about insight out on

the track and this is why they consider that this is what they communicate to the trainees,

or it may be due to the fact that the instructors and the authors interpret the message

differently. The message which the authors interpreted according to the A2 group may

have been interpreted by the instructors as insight, since what they are saying is that the

trainees must realise how they must manoeuvre the car to get out of a critical situation.

As regards the differences in the trainees answers, one may ask oneself whether the

smaller number of comments on insight weigh heavier than those on skill, since the

instructors talk more about skill in every exercise and the trainees nevertheless understand

that skid training is almost as much to do with insight as with skill.

According to most of the trainees expectations, the trainees were nervous before skid

training and they thought it would be fun, which was also to some extent fulfilled. The

trainees are very pleased with skid training, and the instructors also think that they are.

They think that it was fun and instructive.

When it comes to the benefit they think they have derived from training and the way

they think their driving will be affected by the exercises in future, it is mostly the driving

skills that are affected. They know how they must manoeuvre the car in different

situations, and they think therefore that they will manage a lot of situations better than

before. The question is whether this belief creates overconfidence in the individual who

will therefore drive more aggressively because he/she feels safer.

As regards changes in skid training, it is more time that by far the greatest number of

both trainees and instructors wish to have. Possibly also more occasions, so that the

trainees have time to re ect on what it is that they do. This is also the most common

answer given by the instructors regarding their wishes for skid training in future.

The views of the instructors as to what the course scheduleshould look like were so

varied that no general feature can be discerned. This variation in views about the

formulation of the course schedule is presumably due to the fact that some instructors

consider that training at the skid tracks should be as similar as possible in order that the

trainees should receive the "same" training regardless of where in the country they live,

while some think that each skid track ought to develop in view of its conditions.
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5 Questionnaire survey

5.1 The aim

The aim of the questionnaire survey was to get an all-embracing supplementary

description of skid training which should not however be as detailed as before. The

questionnaire was to describe what the managers of the skid tracks consider is

communicated to the trainees today during skid training, and what should be

communicated. It should collect views on changes in skid training and on the formulation

of skid training in the future. It should also provide an answer to what the skid track

managers think the course schedule should look like, and what role the National Road

Administration has in relation to themselves in the skid training of the future.

5.2 The survey group

Questionnaires were sent to all 32 skid track managers in Sweden.

5.3 Procedure

Some time after the questionnaires had been despatched, a reminder was sent by post. The

tracks that had not answered after the reminder were contacted by telephone. Of the 32

tracks, 21 answered, i.e. ca 66%. The proportion of TOP tracks which answered was

higher than that of SkidCar tracks.

5.4 Areas covered bythe questionnaire

A questionnaire was sent to the manager at each track. It dealt with the following:

0 what is the most important thing that the trainee learns and should learn from the

skid training

0 if anything in skid training ought to be changed

0 what the new course schedule should look like

0 how control and supervision should be exercised, and what are the roles of the

National Road Administration and the manager in this respect

0 what skid training should be like in future.

They were also asked four questions regarding:

0 what, according to their interpretation, is the aim of skid training in accordance with

the course schedule

0 what is the aim of skid training at their track

0 what ought to be the aim of an optimal skid training

0 what they think that the trainees have learned from skid training.

They were asked to classify the last four questionsaccording to the six groups A1-C6

by ranking them 1 6 according to how important they thought they were. Ranking 1

implies that the category in question is most important or it is the category which the

training has most of, and ranking 6 implies that the category occupies the least space or
that it is least important.

The questionnaire contained eight questions, one of which was multiple-choice and the
rest open-ended.
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5.5 Analysis

The answers to the question what the trainees learn in the long and the short term and

what they should learn were compiled and classified into A-C. The percentage of the

managers who gave each answer was also calculated. The remaining questions in the

questionnaire were compiled according to what they referred to. The answers which dealt

with matters of equal importance were put into groups. The frequency of these answers

and the percentage of those who had given the different answers were calculated. For the

question where the answers were to be ranked, the mean of the ranking was calculated for

each category A1-C6, so that it could be seen what, on average, was most and least

important. The mean length of time during which the track managers had been instructors

and managers was also calculated.

5.6 Results

To start with, the track managers were asked to state how long they had been instructors

and managers. It was found that, on average, they had been instructors for 11.3 years. The

one who had been instructor the longest had spent 25 years, and the one who had been

instructor for the shortest time had only 3 years as instructor, before he became the

manager. The average length of service as manager was 7.9 years, with a maximum of 17

years and a minimum of 1 year.

To the question of how important the categories A1-C6 are with regard to

1. how they interpret the aim of skid training in accordance with the course schedule,

2. what the aim of the training is at their track,

3. what the aim of optimal training ought to be, and

4. what they think that the trainees have learned,

their answers did not exhibit any major differences (see Fig. 15).

  

A B C D

A1 4,3 4,9 4,5 5,5

A2 2,5 2,6 2,8 2,7

B3 2 1,5 1,4 1,7

B4 3,6 3,1 3,2 3

C5 4,5 4,6 4,5 4,3

C6 4,1 4,3 4,5 3,8

    

Figure 15 Rankings given by the skid track managers regarding the aim of skid
training in accordance with the course schedule(A), the aim at their track
(B), the aim of optimal training (C) and what the trainees have learned
from skid training (D). (For an explanation of the categories A-C, see p.
16)

The mean of these rankings was calculated, and as can be seen from the figure the

managers think that Category B3, i.e. that the trainees should learn to drive so that they do

not get into a critical situation with regard to speed and distance etc., is the most

important since this has the lowest mean values. This applies to all the questions 1-4 since

the pattern is the same. They think that the one next in importance is Category A2 which

means realising the necessity of using the right manoeuvre or the danger of using the
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wrong one. They consider that the least important is the category of acquiring a certain

skill, together with bothgroups in the category regarding vehicle and road characteristics.

5.6.1 What the track managers think the trainees have learned

The first open ended question in the questionnaire asked what the track managers thought

that the trainees learn on the track that they can profit from in the short and the long term,

and what is the most important thing that the trainees should learn from skid training. The

answers regarding what the trainees learn in the short term are set out in Table 19. Each

respondent may have given more than one answer in Tables 19 21.
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Table 19 What, according to the track managers, the trainees learn from skid
training in the short term, expressed as the number ofcomments and as the
percentage ofthose who answered the question (20No)

           

N0 %

General points

1 They realise it is unpleasant to lose control of the car 1 5

2 They become aware of their re exes and coordination 1 5

Skill

3 They learn the right braking technique 2 10

4 They manage to correct a skid at low speed 2 10

5 They can deal with a critical situation at low speed 1 5

6 They acquire a skill to deal with a situation 1 5

7 They learn to avoid wrong manoeuvres and getting into a 1 5

critical situation

8 They acquire a certain amount of technical knowledge 1 5

9 They develop respect for the brakes 1 5

10 They learn not to panic when skidding 1 5

11 They know they must be able to deal with minor problems 1 5

Insight

12 They realise the importance of speed 9 45

13 Risk awareness 7 35

14 They realise that slippery conditions are difficult 4 2O

15 They develop respect for slippery conditions 3 15

16 They realise their own limitations 3 15

17 They develop respect for speeds 2 10

18 They realise they must have large safety margins in slippery 2 10

conditions

19 They develop a more gentle/cautious driving style 2 10

20 They realise it is less difficult if they reduce speed 2 10

21 They realise what can happen in slippery conditions 1 5

22 Their anticipation is enhanced 1 5

23 They realise how small time margins are in a critical situation 1 5

24 They realise how difficult it is in different situations 1 5

Vehicle and road characteristics

25 They must have a car that has the proper tyre etc. equipment 1 5

26 They realise the importance of tyres 1 5

27 They learn not to have overconfidence in technical aids such as 1 5

ABS brakes

Internal non-response 1 5

It will be seen that, according to the track managers, what the trainees learn in the short

term has a lot to do with risk awareness and realisation of the importance of speed. What

they learn in the long term can be seen in Table 20.
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Table 20 What, according to the track managers, the trainees learn from skid
training in the long term, expressed as the number ofcomments and as the
percentage ofthose who answered the question (20 No)

   

No %

General points

1 They remember what happened on the track if the same 1 5

situation occurs in traffic

2 It was fun to be on the skid track and to spin round 1 5

3 The impression gained from mishaps was so strong that their 1 5

effects are lasting

4 They realise the importance of wearing a seat belt 1 5

Skill

5 They learn a certain amount of technical knowledge 3 16

6 They learn not to panic when the car becomes unstable and 1 5

starts to skid

7 They develop respect for the brakes 1 5

8 They learn they must not stop driving the car in a panic 1 5

situation

9 They learn to drive in a balanced way - with control 1 5

10 They learn some manoeuvres with the car 1 5

 

Insight

11 They realise the importance of speed

12 They develop respect for slippery conditions

13 They learn a more defensive driving style

14 Risk awareness

15 They develop respect for speed

16 They realise that slippery conditions are difficult

17 They realise the importance of large safety margins

18 They learn anticipation

19 They develop insight into and understanding of how difficult

certain situations are

H
r

A
h

k
r

k
w
m
m
m
w

p
x

p
s

 

20 They have experienced the limits of their own ability 1 5

Vehicle and road characteristics

21 They realise the importance of tyres 3 16

22 They realise the importance of load 1 5

23 They understand about front wheel and rear wheel drive 1 5

24 They understand the characteristics of the car 1 5

25 They understand that they must have a car equipped with the 1 5
proper tyres etc.

26 They develop an interest in keeping up to date with 1 5

developments in safety equipment, e.g. air bags

27 They understand the relationship between cause and effect 1 5

      

Internal non response 2 9
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What, according to the track managers, the trainees learn in the long term is not

particularly different from what they learn in the short term. It has mostly to do with

insight, and chie y the importance of speed. It may possibly be said that the trainees learn

a little more about vehicle and road characteristics in the long than in the short term. What

the track managers consider is most important for the trainees to learn from skid training

is set out in Table 21. Each respondent may have given more than one answer.
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Table 21 What, according to the track managers, the trainees should learnfrom skid
training, expressed as the number of comments and as the percentage of
those who answered the question (20 No)

   

No %

General points

1 Learn to respect slippery conditions 1 5

2 Learn to prevent accidents 1 5

3 Learn to understand the relationships in slippery conditions 1 5

Skill

4 Learn more skill 2 10

5 Experience what happens if they do something wrong on a 1 5

slippery surface

6 Learn skill in handling a critical situation 1 5

7 Develop an understanding for using the right technique in 1 5

slippery conditions

8 Learn to deal with the problems caused by slippery conditions 1 5

  

Insight

9 Realise the importance of speed 8 4O

10 Develop risk awareness 7 35

11 Must develop an insight into how to avoid getting into difficult 4 2O

situations

12 Must develop an insight into their own abilities . 2 10

13 Must develop an insight that even a good driver has limitations 1 5

14 Must develop an insight that slippery conditions are difficult I 5

15 Must develop an insight that some situations are difficult to 1 5

deal with

16 Must adopt a defensive/cautious driving style 1 5

17 Must learn to plan their driving 1 5

18 Must learn anticipation 1 5

19 Must realise that however good they are they cannot exceed the 1 5

limits imposed by the laws of nature

Vehicle and road characteristics

20 Must understand what effect the technical aids in the car, e.g. 1 5

ABS brakes, have on the driving situation

21 Must realise the importance of always using winter tyres in the 1 5

winter months

22 Must understand the advantages and disadvantages of the ABS 1 5

      

system

23 Must learn fundamental skills in handling a car 1 5

Internal non-response 1 5

Also in relation to what the trainees should learn, the track managers consider that

most of this is insight based. It is to do with risk awareness, the importance of speed,

realisation that it is not so easy when it is slippery, etc. Since the pattern in what the
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trainees learn in the short and the long term and what they should learn is the same, one

may wonder whether the track managers think that the trainees already learn at present

what they should.

5.6.2 Changes in skid training

Just as in the interviews, the track managers were asked if there was anything they

thought should be changed or done differently in skid training. The answers can be seen

in Table 22. Each respondent may have given more than one answer.

Table 22 What, according to the track managers, should be changed in skid
training, expressed as the number ofcomments and as the percentage of
those who answered the question (20 No)

  

N0 %

o More than one occasion 9 45

at the end of basic training and at the end of training 1 5

- at the end of training and after 1 year with driving licence 1 5

o Longer exercise period 6 30

0 Not so many exercises 3 15

a Risk awareness 2 10

0 Permanent staff at the track 2 10

o Obligatory further training after obtaining driving license 2 10

o Manoeuvre tests before skid training 2 10

o Practise more skills 1 5

0 Better theoretical back ground (about different types of l 5

slippery conditions, car equipment, etc.)

o Skid tracks must not look like airfields l 5

c There must be basic exercises which everybody must do 1 5

a Clear rules for how much time the trainee must spend on 1 5

practical exercises

Each element must be carried to point of failure

     

o 1 5

0 Tracks must be made larger 1 5

0 Minimum requirements as to what tracks must look like 1 5

- Exercises must be done at as realistic speeds as possible 1 5

0 Width of road subject to 90 km/h limit must be painted on the l 5

track

a instructor must sit in the car during training 1 5

a Greater number of surprise elements, so that the trainee can 5

realise that if this had happened in reality, there would have

been an accident

Internal non response l 5

What is most evident from the suggestions for change is that there should be more than

one occasion, and that there should be more time for skid training. These were also

suggestions which were made by trainees and instructors during the interviews.
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5.6.3 The views of track managers regarding the course and training

schedules

In the questionnaire, the track managers were asked if they departedin some way from the

training schedule. Since the analysis of content assumes that the content of all training

schedules is complied with, this was one way of finding whether this was not the case.

The answers can be seen in Table 23. Each respondent may have given more than one

answer.

       

Table 23 Whether the skid tracks deviate om their training schedules, presented as
the number ofcomments and as the percentage ofthose who answered the
question (15 N0)

No %

o NO 9 60

0 Have shifted emphasis from skill to risk awareness 2 13

o Gvertaking exercise is not done 1 7

0 Split braking exercise is not done 1 7

o The braking evasive action manoeuvre is also done with ABS 1 7

brakes

o In the summary a convincer is used to give greater emphasis to 1 7

the collision speeds which have beendiscussed

0 Have extended the final recapitulation by more mention of 1 7

collision speeds and risks

Internal non response 6 29

It can be seen that most do not deviate from their training schedules. In the cases this is

done, it is mostly a matter of adding, removing or altering some exercise.

Since the managers of all the tracks should be able to express their Views on what the

course schedule should look like, they were also asked a question about this. The answers

can be seen in Table 24. Each respondent may have given more than one answer.
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Table 24 What, according to the track managers, the course schedule should be like,
presented as the number ofcomments and as the percentage of those who
answered the question (18 No)

  

N0 %

o It must be detailed 4 22

g It must specify what exercises must be done 4 22

o It must not be too restrictive 4 22

o It must specify what length of time the trainee must spend 3 17

behind the wheel
a It must specify the speed during the exercise 3 17

o It must not be detailed 3 17

0 There must be a goal specification 2 11

o It must lay down strict guidelines (so that training is the same 2 11

everywhere)

There must be a bank of exercises to choose from

     

o 2

o It must state the ultimate goal of skid training 2 11

o It must contain more risk awareness 2 11

o It must not contain too many exercises 1 6

o It must be overriding 1 6

o It must specify the time spent on theory 1 6

o It must lay down clear requirements 1 6

0 There must be a requirement for a manoeuvre test for 1 6

everybody

o It must contain overriding rules for what trainees must be able 1 6

to do

0 It must state that the trainee must be at the end of driver 1 6

training when he/she comes for skid training

c There must be less training in techniques 1 6

o It must lay down that there must be more than one occasion 1 6

o It must state that the trainees must be prepared and have a 1 6

certain technical know-how when they come for skid training

0 It must contain clearly specified goals 1 6

o Exercises must be controlled both remotely and in the car 1 6

c There must be discussions after the exercises about risks and 1 6

appropriate behaviour

0 Extended theory about driving style, safety margins, etc. 1 6

0 Refer to accidents and practise elements which ensure that they 1 6

are not repeated

0 It must lay down a clear framework to work within 1 6

o It must sate clearly what the theory section must contain 1 6

Internal non-response 3 14
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It is difficult to have any idea on the basis of these answers what the track managers

would like the course schedule to be like. Just as for the instructors, there are almost as

many views as there are individuals who answered the questionnaire. Some want it to be

restrictive while others do not. Some want it to be of an overriding character, and others

that it should be detailed.

5.6.4 Control and supervision of skid training

The questionnaire contained a number of questions concerning the views of the track

managers regarding control and supervision of skid training, and their role and that of the

National Road Administration in this respect. What the track managers thought about the

need for control and supervision is set out in Table 25. Each respondent may have given

more than one answer.

Table 25 The views ofthe track managers regarding control and supervision ofskid
training, presented as the number of comments and as the percentage of
those who answered the question (20 No)

       

No %

0 Yes, control is necessary 5 25

a Yes, through the National Road Administration if there is 4 2O

competent staff

0 Yes, it keeps quality at a higher level 3 15

a Yes, because all tracks will then be the same 2 10

0 Yes, the National Raod Administration and the track must 1 5

cooperate in this

0 Yes, but most of all there must be increased cooperation I 5

0 Yes, but with permanent staff at the track so that supervision is l 5

carried out every day

0 Yes, as at present 1 5

0 Yes, but not as control but as discussion, since the staff of the l 5

National Road Administration do not have enough competence

o No, there is no need for control 1 5

o No, but the National Road Administration ought to be 1 5

available to answer questions or if problems arise

o No, not if the course schedule is complied with 1 5

1 5

Most of those who answered appear to think that training must be subject to some form

of control or supervision. One argument in favour of this is that quality will then be

maintained at a high level, but that it must be performed by competent staff. The views of

the track managers as to the specific role of the National Road Administration (VV) are

set out in Table 26. Each respondent may have given more than one answer.
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Table 26 What, according to the track managers, the role of the National Road
Administration (VV) must be, presented as the number ofcomments and as
the percentage of those who answered the question (20 No)

       

No %

. VV must be a supervisory authority 6 30

o VV must support the track manager 5 25

o VV must ensure that the course and training schedule are 3 15

complied with at the track
0 VV must give advice and support to the tracks which so wish 3 15

o VV must be a cooperation partner 2 10

0 VV must provide guidance 1 5

o VV must exercise control 1 5

0 VV must specify requirements for all skid tracks 1 5

o VV must be a licensing authority as regards tracks, safety, etc. 1 5

o VV must ensure that quality is maintained at the same high 1 5

level at all tracks

0 VV must undertake supervision of staff 1 5

o VV must ensure that all tracks are subject to the same 1 5

requirements
0 VV must communicate new knowledge (research) to the tracks 1 5

0 VV must provide further training facilities for people with 1 5

driving licences

0 VV must act as a coordinator 1 5

0 VV must not act as a controller 1 5

0 VV must be an organiser 1 5

0 VV must maintain a creative development climate 1 5

o VV must drawup course schedules and tests 1 5

o VV must check that training maintains the quality specified in 1 5

the course schedule

0 VV must be responsible for supervision of activities 1 5

Internal non-response 1 5

The track managers seem to have some wish for supervision by the National Road

Administration. Otherwise, they seem to think that the Administration should provide

support, give good advice when needed, be a cooperation partner, etc. What do the track

managers think of their own role? The answers are given in Table 27. Each respondent

may have given more than one answer.
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Table 27 The views ofthe track managers regarding their own role, presented as the
number of comments and as the percentage of those who answered the
question (20 No)

       

N0 %

o Ensure that the staff conform to the training schedule 8 40

0 Ensure that training is maintained at a good standard 4 20

0 Improve road safety 3 15

0 Ensure that the track, cars and staff have a good standard 3 15

o Ensure that the staff have the right competence and receive 3 15

further training

a Maintain contact with driving schools and the National Road 3 15

Administration

a The same as at present 2 10

o Ensure that training is given in the correct way 2 10

0 Guide and control training 1 5

o Lay down guidelines for training 1 5

0 Be a visionary 1 5

o Supervise training 1 5

o Take an active part in the exercise sessions 1 5

o Keep an eye on day-to-day activity 1 5

o Be prepared to make appropriate changes 1 5

o Bear in mind the risks the exercises may entail 1 5

o Keep a check on technical advances made in regard to driving 1 5

on a slippery surface
0 Coordinate 1 5

o Organise 1 5

0 Ensure that a creative training and development climate is 1 5

maintained

0 Ensure that the course schedule is complied with 1 5

0 Ensure that each trainee can relax and benefit from his/her 1 5

training

0 Ensure that training has the quality specified in the training 1 5

schedule

Internal non response 1 5

The primary task of the track manager appears to be to ensure that the other staff

conform to the training schedule. They must, for instance, ensure that training maintains a

good quality and that all works on the track. They must also look after the staff and be the

contact person for the track.
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5.6.5 The views of track managers regarding skid training in the future

In conclusion, the track managers were asked to imagine what skid training might look

like in the future. These ideas may be seen in Table 28. Each respondent may have given

more than one answer.

Table 28 The ideas of the track managers regarding skid training in the future,
presented as the number ofcomments and as the percentage of those who
answered the question (19 No)

       

No %

c There must be two stages 13 68

- Stage 1: risk awareness, Stage 2: skill 2 11

a Training must be given on more than one occasion 4 21

0 Track must be larger 3 16

o Trainees must be able to learn first aid 2 11

o There must be permanent instructors at the track 2 11

0 There must be larger installations with slippery surfaces of 1 5

more natural appearance

c There must be access to snow blowers 1 5

0 There should be a tunnel at the track with different types of 1 5

slippery surfaces

0 There must be a road circuit with all types of slippery surfaces 1 5

at the track

0 There must be training for private teachers 1 5

0 Training should take up a whole day, with more exercises and 1 5

vehicle technology

0 Tracks must have better equipment, with e. g. suddenly I 5

appearing obstacles

o Manoeuvring tests 1 5

o More time 1 5

0 Training ought to include an obligatory garage session 1 5

0 Permanent cars on the track 1 5

0 Tracks should have educationally trained instructors who can 1 5

relate everything to risk awareness

0 As at present 1 5

0 Theory in greater depth (vehicle technology components) 1 5

0 Repeat training (every one or two years) 1 5

0 Educational programmes on TV each week on different traffic 1 5

training problems

a Skid training directly on attaining 16 years of age, with a tutor 5

0 Insurance companies could sponsor skid training after the 5

driving licence has been obtained

0 Exercises must be done at higher speeds 1 5

Internal non-response 2 10
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What can be said about their ideas on skid training in the future is that they put a lot of

emphasis on wanting to have training on more than one occasion. Most of those who

propose this think there should be two occasions, some think there should be more, and

one track manager even proposes that training should be carried out at regular intervals of

one 01' tWO years.

5.7 Summary/discussion of the questionnaire survey

The idea of the track managers on what the trainees learn in the short and the long term

and what is actually the aim of skid training (at both national and local level) is that the

trainees learn insight into how they must behave so as not to get into a critical situation.

This is different from the results of the other three studies in which the skill category

predominates. The question is, what is this due to? One possible explanation might be

that it is the track managers who are responsible for the development of skid training and

that they have talked about and discussed the insight aspect for a long time and therefore

they feel that this is what is important now, in spite of the fact that it has not perhaps

gained currency everywhere as yet.

As regards the ideas of the track managers regarding changes in skid training, the most

frequent answer is the same as that given by instructors and trainees, i.e. more time and

more than one training period. This also applies to the views of the track managers

regarding skid training in future, where mostthink that there must be two training periods.

There are many and varied opinions regarding what the new course schedule should

look like. Some track managers want it to be detailed while others do not, some want it to

exercise control while others do not, etc. There is thus no unanimity as to what the course

schedule should look like. The reason for this is presumably the same as on the part of the

instructors. Some want training to be the same everywhere so that it may be of equal

value for all trainees regardless of where in the country they live. Others consider that the

each track should itself decide and develop in view of what they have.

As regards control and supervision, there is a little more agreement. Most track

managers think that there should be some type of control, and that the National Road

Administration should act as some type of supervisory authority. Their own role is to

check that their staff conform to the training schedule. Many track managers seem to

think that skid training should be subject to control in different ways, the presumable

reason being that they want it to be as uniform as possible all over the country, since they

compete with one another for trainees (customers).
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6 Discussion

The aim of the study was to see how the message of skid training is passed on from the

course and training schedules to the trainees Via the instructors, with reference to the

categories skill, insight and vehicle and road characteristics. A synoptic picture of this is

given in Fig. 16. Since the figure comprises a lot of groups, they are numbered as follows:

Aims/goals of the course schedule

Aims of the training schedules

Goals of the training schedules

What the instructors say are the aims of the different exercises

What the trainees think are the aims of the different exercises

What the instructors communicate to the trainees out on the track

What in the opinion of the instructors the trainees learn from the different

exercises

What the trainees say they learn from the different exercises

9. The instructors views of how the course content as a whole is broken down into

the three categories

10. The trainees views of how the course content as a whole is broken down into the

three categories
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It must be pointed out at the start that points 1-8 in Fig. 16 are given in terms of

numbers of messages and are then converted into percentages, while points 9 and 10 are

directly given in terms of percentages of those who answered; this may explain the

difference in the distribution over the categories. These percentage distributions say

nothing about the quality of training, but state only what the distribution into categories is

like. We do not therefore know how good this distribution is, since we do not know what

a possible optimal distribution would be like. We do not know, for instance, what

importance each individual comment has for e.g. the trainee. One comment on insight

might have the same effect for the trainee as three on skill, or Vice versa. Just because

something is mentioned says nothing about the importance it has.

As will be seen from points 1-8 in Fig. 16, the message which the training wants to

convey, as understood by the trainees, is mostly to do with skill and least with vehicle and
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road characteristics. This may be regarded to mean that the instructors interpret the

message of the course schedule to be roughly what it is meant to be and communicate this

to the trainees. This is presumably a rather far-fetched conclusion since the categories

vary to a certain extent through the different stages (e.g. skill varies from 50% to 80%).

Just as in the investigation by Katila, Keskinen & Hatakka (1993), the message

communicated is not fully in agreement wit-h that intended, but there is nevertheless some

form of consensus between the course schedule and what the trainees perceive the

message to be. This means that the way the course schedule is formulated is significant

for what the trainee ultimately understands. It is possible to communicate a message from

the course schedule and the training schedule to the trainees via the instructors, with its

substance remaining unaltered.

There are however two groups in the figure which give a somewhat different signal

from the others; these are Nos. 9 and 10 where the instructors and trainees themselves

were asked to say how in percentage terms the course content is broken down over the

three categories. In the opinion of the instructors, the course content mostly intends to

create insight, and only a third of the course content is skill oriented. The explanation for

this might be that, as a result of the proposals made by Gregersen and Strandberg (1994),

there has been a lot of talk within the TOP and SkidCar associations that the training

must create insight, and the instructors have been given training in this. The instructors

appear to have absorbed this message and talk a lot about insight and understanding to the

trainees. But what this is about is that they must realise and understand the necessity of

using the right manoeuvres and the danger of using the wrong manoeuvres. In our

classification we have interpreted this definition of insight as skill (Group A2), since what

it is about is how to manoeuvre the car in a critical situation, while the instructors

presumably consider that this is about insight.

As regards the breakdown of the course Content into the three categories by the trainees

themselves, Group 10, there is still more skill than insight or vehicle and road

characteristics, but less than in the training schedules and according to the views of the

instructors. When the trainees are asked what they think is the aim of the individual

exercises (5) and what they think they have learned from these (8), they do not think that

there is a lot of insight and vehicle and road characteristics, but when they make their own

assessments they think that the course content to some extent consists of these. How is

this to be interpreted? Does it make no difference that one wants to communicate certain

things, since there is no way of controlling what impression the trainees will gain, or is it

so that those elements in the training which were insight oriented or vehicle and road

characteristics oriented were so noteworthy that they made an impression on the trainees

and they therefore have a feeling that most of the training consisted of this? Another

thought is that the formulation ofthe question may have been significant. Our question of

what the trainees thought was the aim of the exercise and what they learned from it

related to each individual exercise, while the assessment in Group 10 was made in

relation to the course content as a whole.

6.1 Aims and goals

One reason that the message does not remain quite the same from the course schedule to

the trainees might be that there is some confusion among the skid track instructors as to

what are the aims and goals of skid training as a whole and of the individual exercises.

This is a difficult point but very important to clear up, so that all those involved in skid

training agree about these and all pull in the same direction. That there is a large measure

of confusion is evident when the training schedules are studied. Which of the following
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two examples is aims and which goals? "To increase the trainee s understanding of the

difference between braking on a rough and a slippery surface" and "that the trainee

understands that the braking distance on a rough surface is considerably shorter".

Even if there is some confusion about what are aims and what are goals, we do not

know which has the greatest importance for the instructors. Consequently, the question is

how the course schedule should be expressed. Should it be formulated in terms or aims or

goals, or does it not make any difference?

6.2 From skill to insight

According to the proposal by Gregersen and Strandberg (1994), the content of skid

training should be that the trainees must learn about their own abilities and develop risk

awareness, i.e. know what are the risks on a slippery surface and behave accordingly. As

previously mentioned, this requires a change in the course schedule, but the question is

whether this is enough.

Points 2 and 3 in Fig. 16 show the distribution of the aims and goals of the training

schedules, and that these have their emphasis on the skill category; this applies especially

to the goals. This can presumably be explained by the fact that the course schedule mostly

concentrates on what the trainees must be able to do after the training, and the training

schedules are therefore also skill oriented, since the tracks must demonstrate that they

conform to what is laid down in the course schedule. One consequence of this is that the

aims and goals of the exercises are skill oriented (see Fig. 3 and 4 in Section 2.4) and that

this, in turn, presumably in uences what the exercises actually look like and how they are

performed. One example of an exercise which is largely skill oriented is the braking-

evasive action manoeuvre, which teaches that the trainees must learn to release the brake

so that they can steer round an obstacle. Another example is driving along a curve, where

the trainees must drive so that they skid in order that they should practise correcting it. If

the orientation of skid training is to be changed to make it more insight oriented, it is

necessary both to change the content of the course schedule and to change the character of

the exercises, and this must be done in parallel. If the exercises are insight oriented but the

course schedule is not, the tracks risk non-compliance with the regulations in force. If the

course schedule is insight oriented but the exercises are not, how can the instructor keep

on saying how the trainees must drive so as not to get into a critical situation, when the

point of the whole exercise is to get into a critical situation so as to learn how to get out of

it? It is also seen from Fig. 16, Group 6, that the breakdown of the instructor s message

over the three categories is about the same as the aims and goals of the training.

Although the instructors say that most of the course content is insight oriented (Point 7

in Fig. 16), they think that most of what the trainees learn is skill (point 9 in Fig. 16).

What is this due to? This may be compared with the opinion of the track managers that

what the trainees mostly learn in both the short and the long term is insight-creating.

How is it possible that these two groups have different views on what the trainees actually

learn? The track managers also consider that what the trainees should learn during skid

training is of an insight creating character. Does this mean that they think that what the

trainees learn at present in skid training is good?

6.3 Changes in skid training

What was most evident from all the proposals made by the instructors and trainees was

that they wanted more time. The time aspect is closely associated with the aim of skid

training. Is the aim that the trainees must learn how to manoeuvre the car in order to get

out of a critical situation, or must the trainees learn how they should drive so as not to get
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into a critical situation? This is after all critically important for the time to be spent in

training. If the aim is to teach the trainees how to get out of a critical situation, then one,

and perhaps even two, occasions will not be enough. It is as Henkel (1977) says, that it is

first after 10 hours skid training that an improvement can be discerned in driving

behaviour. He also points out that we have a capacity to forget, which means that there

ought to be some repetition if it skill that skid training wants to foster.

If, on the other hand, the aim is to realise and understand how to behave in order not to

get into a critical situation, one or two occasions may perhaps be sufficient. It may even

be so that the aim must be to make the trainees experience what can happen on a slippery

road, and the question then is whether it is at all necessary for the trainees themselves to

drive. It must perhaps be some kind of demonstration exercise of the character "see what

happens if you do this on a slippery surface". In actual fact, it is not a matter of either one

or the other, but the fundamental question is how a decision can be reached and a suitable

combination achieved.

6.4 Other aspects

After visits to a number of skid tracks, our general impression is that the trainees get a lot

of information during training. They are very nervous when they arrive at the track, as

evidenced by both themselves and the instructors. When one is nervous and under stress,

one is often less receptive to information. Because of this, many trainees do not pay very

much attention to the introductory session, since they wonder what will happen out on the

track. Once on the track, the instructor on many tracks stands in a cage alongside the track

and talks to the trainees, and the trainees have no chance to answer or to talk to the

instructor. Since the instructor must tell them what they must do and also have time to

comment on what everybody has done, this means that they often talk almost all the time,

and the trainee must therefore sort out the information that is intended for him/herself.

Not too seldom they miss something, e.g. the speed at which they must drive, which

means that they wonder about this and do not hear the rest of what the instructor says to

them. This sometimes means that they do not really know what they are supposed to do

when they come to the exercise, they make a mistake, and do not understand the

comments they get afterwards. This is particularly evident in cars where the trainee is

alone and has no friend to ask. What would be ideal in this situation is to have an

instructor ineach car so that communication between instructor and trainee should be

satisfactory, which in most places is not feasible. One alternative is to have a walkie-

talkie in the car so that they can attract the attention of the instructor if needed. This

method is used, and works well.

One comment often made at the tracks was that it was stressful, that there was too little

time. This is also something that very many referred to in both the interviews and

questionnaires, both trainees and instructors. They want more time and more occasions.

Many think that the trainees do not have time to absorb all the impressions and all

information, and that it amounts to force feeding. What they need is to go home and think

about what they have done, and then come back; as one trainee expressed this, "just when

I begin to have an idea what I should do, it is time to nish ".

These were not results derived from the study, but re ections we made when we were

at the tracks making observations. But this may be something which would be of interest

to study in future. What conditions provide the best learning situation for the trainees?
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6.5 Discussion of method

In order to make the results of the four studies comparable, the answers were divided into

three categories with two subgroups each, i.e. six groups in all. What these categories and

groups should look like was not self evident at the beginning, and they were in uenced to

some extent by the content of the first study, the content analysis, and by the general

discussion conducted in recent years regarding the orientation of training. During the

course ofthe work it was found that these categories with their subgroups were not

unambiguous and did not provide full coverage. For instance, there were answers which

we interpreted as belonging to Group A2 but the track instructors, when we talked to

them, thought that they communicated insight to the trainees when they gave these

answers. This type of discrepancy makes one wonder whether the results would be the

same if somebody else, who did not take part in creating these categories with their

subgroups, were to repeat the study with the same groups. There were also answers which

could not be put into any of the three categories, which shows that the categories ought to

be developed before they are used in future in other projects.

When new measurements are made in evaluating the new skid training, one possible

problem may be that if skid training is changed too much, what was measured cannot be

measured again, and in this way a comparison is missed. In addition, the categories may

pose a problem owing to the fact that they can be interpreted in different ways, as

mentioned above. This is however difficult to get round, since in a repeat measurement

the same categories must be used so that comparisons may be made. But the four studies

are so well structured that there should be no major difficulties in making repeat

measurements equivalent to the previous measurements.

The amenability to generalisation of the results varies from study to study. The content

analysis and the questionnaire survey are total population surveys while the other two are

based on sampling. Selection of the TOP and SkidCar tracks was not made at random but

after discussions on the basis of certain criteria. This means that the results of the

observation and interview studies cannot be split between the TOP and SkidCar tracks

and generalised to them, but since the endeavour has been to get as wide a spread as

possible over different types of tracks, the collected results may nevertheless be

considered to cover most variations between different tracks.

6.6 Concluding comments

0 From the course schedule to what the trainees consider they have learned, the

content of skid training has an emphasis on skill.

0 When the trainees and instructors are asked to assess what the course content

consists of, there is not quite so much skill, and the instructors even say that skid
training is mostly to do with insight.

0 There is some measure of agreement as to what is the message of the course

schedule and what, according to the trainees, is the message of skid training.

0 The majority of trainees are very pleased with skid training and think that they will

benefit from what they have learned.

0 Both instructors and trainees want to have longer training periods and training on
more than one occasion.

- The views of the instructors and track managers regarding the course schedule are

so varied that it is impossible to draw any general conclusions as to what it should
look like.
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0 As regards what the track managers consider that the trainees have learned 1) in the

short term, 2) in the long term and 3) what they should learn from skid training,

their comments in all three cases concentrate on insight. This differs from the Views

of the instructors who think that most of what the trainees learn is to do with skill.

What are aims and what are goals should be clarified, since they are at present often

confused.

Since it is not quite clear how skill and insight are to be defined, these two terms are

easily confused. In order to facilitate further work in skid training, these terms ought

to be defined so that everybody works towards the same objectives.
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Appendix No 1

Page 1

Course schedule

Driving under special conditions

Slippery roads

8.3.1 Technique

After training, the trainee shall be able

to start off and accelerate on a slippery surface and to adjust the gears and

accelerator pressure so as to have minimum wheel spin

to perform braking to standstill on both rough and slippery surfaces from both

40 km/h and 60 km/h over the shortest possible distance, and with the help of

distance markers to state the length of the braking distance

to perform hard braking from ca 60 km/h on a surface Where the friction under

the left and right pair of wheels is different, and in the event of course

deviation to adapt braking so as to regain the correct direction of movement

to perform hard braking from 60 km/h on a slippery surface, followed by

evasive action past an obstacle

to apply the correct technique to correct a skid when driving through a curve

on a slippery surface

8.3.2 Behaviour

After training the trainee shall be able

0 to choose the right speed with respect to

road holding characteristics

- road width and alignment

the tyres on the car

- traffic

0 to place the car with respect to

- other vehicles

road holding characteristics (choice of wheeltrack)

- icy edges

water filled ruts
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Appendic No l

Page 2

8.3.3 Risk awareness

After training, the trainee shall be able to

0 master the special requirements imposed by driving in slippery road conditions

0 exercise anticipation and be ready for suddenly appearing danger, e. g. skidding

vehicles

 

These provisions come into force on 1 April 1989, when the regulations (TSVFS

1986:79) regarding course schedules, Class B, cease to apply.

LARS EGGERTZ

Per-Inge Ericsson

(Driving Licence Bureau)
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